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ABSTRACT
Amino acid networks are a series of noncovalent interactions between residues that can
span from surface-exposed residues to those deep in the active site of the protein. These amino
acid  networks,  or  ‘sectors’,  have  been  proposed  to  be  intrinsic  to  all  proteins,  and  to  play  a  key  
role in protein allostery. Current methods of identification of networks include computationallybased and experimentally-based methods, though only the latter have the ability to probe amino
acid networks under a variety of ligand-bound conditions. A recently developed NMR-based
technique is known as the CHEmical Shift Covariance Analysis (CHESCA) method was used to
identify  and  characterize  the  amino  acid  networks  in  isolated  α-subunits of tryptophan synthase
(αTS).    
Tryptophan synthase (TS) has long been studied for the intersubunit communication
observed  between  the  α- and  β-subunits  (βTS)  as  well  as  the  intramolecular  channel  connecting  
the two active sites. The conformational states of the two subunits are highly synchronized and it
is possible that this extensive intersubunit communication is the result of the amino acid networks
connecting   αTS   and   βTS.      The   use   of   αTS   as   the   system   allowed   for   the   study   of   the   enzyme  
under working conditions (i.e. while undergoing active catalytic turnover) and under resting
conditions (i.e. while in the apo state), as well as two other, single ligand-bound states, revealing
the ligand-dependency   of   the   αTS   amino   acid   networks.      Most   importantly,   two   clusters   of  
residues were identified in each state and the catalytic residue, Glu49, switches clusters only in
the working state. Additionally, the T183V substitution severs crucial hydrogen bonds between
the  dynamic  β2α2  and  β6α6  loops.    This  disruption  appears  to  prevent  the  cluster  switch  of  Glu49  
and results in a 14-fold decrease in catalytic efficiency. These results suggest that amino acid
networks play a crucial role in catalysis and association with the correct cluster is key to enzyme
function.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
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1.1 Models of allosteric regulation of proteins
Allosteric regulation has long been an important aspect to investigate in the
function of enzymes.1-10 The two classical models of allosteric regulation are the MonodWyman-Changeux (MWC) and Koshland-Nemethy-Filmer (KNF) models. The MWC
model is also known as the concerted or symmetric model, and describes multisubunit
proteins as having two protein conformational states present in a dynamic equilibrium,
the relaxed (R) and the tensed (T) states. Ligands can bind to proteins in both states,
however not with the same affinity. Effector molecules can bind to allosteric sites,
distinct from the active-site, and induce a shift in the relative populations of the two
conformational states. Activators stabilize the R state, making it easier for the substrate
to bind, while inhibitors stabilize the T state, making it more difficult for the substrate to
bind. Additionally, all subunits in a multimeric protein exist in the same conformational
state and all transition together or in a concerted fashion.1,2 In the KNF model, also
known as the sequential model, proteins are inherently flexible and target molecules bind
through an ‘induced-fit’ mechanism.3,4 It is not necessary that all subunits are in the
same conformational state and a transition from one subunit does not induce transitions in
the others, though it may slightly alter the conformation of the other subunits thus
increasing their binding affinities.3 Although both models were able to successfully
explain experimentally observed binding behaviors, they originally only focused on
multimeric complexes. It is now established that allostery is also an important aspect of
the function of monomeric proteins.1,3,4,11-13
More recently, energy landscape models of allosteric regulation have been
proposed.14-16 In these energy landscape models, proteins can exist in a multitude of
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conformational states with distinct energy levels.

Relative populations of the

conformational states are related to the energy level of each state (i.e. a protein is more
likely to be found in a lower energy conformation than one with a higher energy), and the
transition rates between them depend on the energy barriers separating the
conformational states. The binding of ligands can influence the energy levels of the
conformational states, effectively rearranging the energy landscape, and thus influencing
the relative population of protein in a given state.10,14,17-19 In this sense, when an effector
molecule binds to the protein, it lowers the overall energy level of the bound
conformational state, thus increasing how often the state is sampled. This conformational
state can increase substrate affinity, in which case the effector is an activator, or it can
decrease substrate affinity, in which case the effector is an inhibitor.
Energy landscape theory may be able to reconcile the MWC and KNF models of
allostery. The MWC and KNF models both agree that binding of effectors results in a redistribution of the underlying conformational ensemble, leading to either an increased or
decreased affinity for the substrate. However, these models do not detail the mechanism
of conformational re-distribution; that is, there must be changes to the noncovalent
interactions within the protein to result in a change in the energy levels associated with
the different conformations.

1.2 Amino acid networks in protein allostery
The classical form of allostery involves a series of conformational changes that
are likely propagated from one region of a protein to the other.1,2,4,14

It has been

hypothesized that this propagation occurs through amino acid networks or networks of
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amino acid residues interacting with one another through the formation and/or breakage
of noncovalent interactions.20,21 This propagation can involve structural-based allostery,
in the more classical sense, and/or the recently proposed ‘dynamically  driven  allostery’,
allostery based on a change in the dynamics of various residues or regions in the
protein.17,22-29 Amino acid networks can connect surface residues and sites of allosteric
regulation with the active site, and have been implicated in intramolecular
communication, substrate binding, and catalysis.21,30

1.2.1 Graph theory and contact maps
The idea of amino acid networks originated with ‘graph   theory’.12,31

In its

simplest form, amino acid networks in a protein are identified using the threedimensional protein structure, usually obtained through X-ray crystallography. The
network is represented by ‘nodes’  and ‘edges’ (or  ‘vertices’), where each node represents
an amino acid and the edges represent noncovalent interactions connecting the amino
acid residues. In effect, the three-dimensional protein structure is simplified into a twodimensional schematic. This method can result in two extremes; random graphs, in
which there are only random connections between nodes, or regular graphs, in which
there are few long range connections yielding local clustering. Intermediates between
these extremes are protein structural graphs, in which small world networks and high
clustering are observed. With protein structural graphs, most connections between nodes
are to other nodes nearby in the primary protein sequence.12,31-34 This approach has been
successfully applied to protein folding interactions, packing motifs, and amino acid
networks.34-39
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More recently, Fraser and colleagues have taken this type of methodology a step
further by trying to identify more rare conformations using very high-resolution X-ray
crystallography structures. They developed a new program termed COntact Networks
Through  Alternate  Conformation  Transitions  (CONTACT)  that  identifies  ‘dynamic  close  
packing’  from  high-resolution X-ray data.40 CONTACT can be used in conjunction with
a previously developed program, qFit, which allows researchers to obtain information on
the   low   electron   density   protein   conformations   (i.e.   not   in   the   ‘ground’   state)   that   are  
usually not sampled in sufficient quantity to produce a useable crystal structure.41
CONTACT is able to automatically identify contact networks with residues that are
conformationally heterogeneous, and has been successfully applied to human proline
isomerase cyclphilin A (CYPA) and Escherichia coli (E. coli) dihyrdofolate reductase
(DHFR).40

1.2.2

Computer-based methods used for the determination of amino acid

networks in proteins
Although CONTACT has been able to identify more rare conformational states
that might contribute to amino acid networks, this method requires very high resolution
X-ray data that might not be available for all systems. An alternative method to find rare
states or transient interactions is through molecular dynamic (MD) simulations. MD
simulations model the physical movements of atoms and molecules, under a specific set
of constraints, making them useful for amino acid network studies. The dynamic crosscoupling method (DCCM) has been particularly helpful in elucidating amino acid
networks within proteins.42 Following ‘dynamic driven allostery’, correlated residues, or
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those in the same network or sector, should also display correlated motions. These
correlated (or anticorrelated) motions can be identified using MD simulations and the
DCCM method.

For example, this method was used, in conjunction with nuclear

magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, to investigate the amino acid networks in
imidazole glycerol phosphate synthase.43 The MD simulations revealed a change in the
strength of the correlated residues between the apo state and the ProFAR   (N′-[(5′phosphoribulosyl)formimino]-5-aminoimidazole-4-carboxamide ribonucleotide) bound
state. These results were particularly striking given that some of the correlations lost
were between residues > 20 Å from the ProFAR binding site and involved the catalytic
triad, suggesting that these correlations may play a role in protein allostery. NMR
ProFAR titration experiments, monitoring the chemical shifts of the 1H-13C methyl
groups, were used to verify these observations.43

1.2.3 Bioinformatic methods for identifying amino acid networks
All of the methods described for identifying amino acid networks require a threedimensional protein structure as a starting point. Alternatively, amino acid networks have
been identified using multiple sequence alignment (MSA)-based techniques.29,44-47
MSAs identify ‘co-varying’   or   ‘co-evolving’ residues within a protein family by
comparing the different substitutions that have occurred throughout the evolution of this
protein family. Residues that have undergone several sets of substitutions together are
said to be co-evolving.48 One particular method of application of MSA is the statistical
coupling analysis (SCA).44 The identification of these co-evolving residues aids in the
elucidation of amino acid networks under the assumption that statistically coupled
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residues, for either structural or functional purposes, will be co-evolving. The statistical
coupling of residues may indicate that they are part of the same amino acid network.
Often these studies are verified using mutational studies.30,44,48-50
One such example of this method is the identification of amino acid sectors in
dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) by the Ranganathan lab.49

A total of 418 DHFR

sequences were used for the initial MSA and the SCA. Depending on the statistical
cutoffs used, between 14 and 31% of the residues in DHFR were able to be assigned to a
sector, and the sector effectively connected the active-site to the substrate and co-factor
binding pockets.49 Additionally, 75% of the residues identified in the sector showed
motions on the millisecond timescale, indicating a potential relationship with the catalytic
cycle.49
To test the potential allosteric regulation by residues identified as part of the
sector, the light-sensitive Per/Arnt/Sim protein family (PAS) domain (LOV2), was
inserted into the peptide bond preceding every surface-exposed residue, creating a total
library of 70 chimeric DHFR.49

Upon absorption of a photon, LOV2 undergoes a

conformational change resulting in light-dependent DHFR activity, providing
information on the role of the nearby surface residues in allosteric regulation.49 This
technique,   termed   ‘domain   insertion   scanning’, was previously established in the
Ranganathan lab in 2008.48
Sixty-one of the 70 chimeric proteins generated were then tested using a folate
auxotroph assay based on the light-dependent growth of E. coli cells; nine were omitted
based on unreliable results and other factors.49 Fourteen of the 61 DHFR-LOV2 fusion
proteins showed some degree of light-dependent growth.49 Although only five of the
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LOVE2 domain insertions were within 10 Å of the active site, all 14 were at surface-site
points in the protein sector, providing strong evidence that the surface-sector residues
were  ‘hot  spots’ for allosteric regulation.49
Another study used 1470 sequences from the S1A serine protease family to
identify 65 out of 223 positions showing significant correlations through the MSA and
SCA.30 These 65 positions were able to be categorized into three different segregated
sectors.30 The first sector is located around the S1 binding pocket, important for substrate
specificity, and is indicated to play a role in substrate binding and catalysis.30 The second
sector contains the catalytic triad and with the first sector, forms the catalytic core of the
enzyme.30 The final sector contains residues distinct and distant from the site of catalysis
and currently has an unknown function in the enzyme.30 The identification of the three
distinct sectors highlight the concept that amino acid networks may not exist as one
whole cohesive unit, but may have multiple, smaller units responsible for different
aspects of protein function.30

1.2.4 NMR-based methods for the identification of amino acid networks
Another experimental method for the determination of amino acid networks is
NMR. NMR is particularly useful for investigating dynamically driven allostery, as it
can provide valuable information across multiple timescales and site-specific information
on the effects of perturbations to the allosteric equilibrium.12,51 It is also possible to
identify residues with correlated dynamics, indicating those that may be part of the same
amino acid network. For example, an investigation was performed on a PDZ domain and
determined  that  although  the  removal  of  the  α3  helix,  distant  from  the  binding  site  of  the  
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C-terminal peptide ligand, does not change the structure of the binding domain, it does
result in a ~21-fold decrease in the binding affinity.52 This decrease was attributed to
dynamic changes as observed in the picosecond-to-nanosecond timescale through
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N-

backbone and 2H-sidechain methyl relaxation studies.52 Another NMR-based technique
was originally applied by the Stone lab in 2003.53 Ten substitutions were generated in the
immunoglobulin-binding domain (B1 domain) in order to determine the order parameter
S2 (degree  of  restriction)  and  the  internal  correlation  time  τe for each variant. Residues
effected similarly by each of the correlations were said to be co-varying, and the
experimental data matched that of the previously generated simulation data.53,54

1.2.4.1 The CHEmical Shift Covariance Analysis (CHESCA)55
Although previous NMR methods were successful in identifying correlated
residues in proteins, a novel NMR technique provides a potentially even simpler, more
straightforward way to identify amino acid networks. This method is known as the
CHEmical Shift Covariance Analysis (CHESCA) method and uses a set of perturbations
to influence the conformational ensemble as the basis for determining co-varying
residues.55
CHESCA is an NMR-based method originally developed by the Melacini lab at
McMaster University in 2011. CHESCA works under two assumptions: 1) NMR is an
effective method to probe the subtle structural changes that accompany allosteric
influences on dynamics and 2) residues contained in the same amino acid cluster will
respond similarly to perturbations introduced to the system.55
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In order to identify the amino acid networks in an enzyme, a series of 1H-15N
heteronuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC) spectra are acquired after applying
various perturbations. For the original study, the 1H-15N HSQC spectra of the cyclic
adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)-binding domain of the exchange protein directly
activated by cAMP (EPAC) was acquired in a total of five states; apo, when bound to
cAMP, and when bound to three additional cAMP analogs. The combined chemical shift
of each assigned resonance in each state was calculated with s(x)i =  δH +  0.2(δN), with the
nitrogen dimension being scaled by a factor of 0.2 to ensure that each dimension
contributes equally to s(x)i.55,56 The five combined chemical shift values (one for each
state) of each assigned resonance were then plotted against those of all other assigned
resonances. Linear correlations, determined with statistical cutoffs of Pearson correlation
coefficients   ≥   0.98,   observed in these plots indicated that the two resonances were
responding similarly to each perturbation and likely reporting on the same event,
suggesting that the two associated residues were correlated in the same amino acid
cluster. Agglomerative clustering was then used to create dendrograms of the correlated
residues, starting with the highest Pearson correlation coefficient values for the two most
correlated residues, identifying correlated amino acid clusters or networks within
EPAC.55,57

CHESCA has also been used successfully to delineate the amino acid

networks in protein kinase A (PKA)58,59 and the cystic fibrosis transmembrane
conductance regulator (CFTR)60.
Before the development of CHESCA, the primary methods used for the
determination of allosteric networks in proteins were computational and bioinformatics
based.

Although some caution must be exercised when selecting the perturbations to be
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used for the experiments, CHESCA is an invaluable technique for probing amino acid
networks in proteins.

In this dissertation, CHESCA will be used to elucidate and

investigate   the   amino   acid   networks   in   the   α-subunit   of   tryptophan   synthase   (αTS),   a  
(β/α)8-barrel enzyme and part a model enzyme complex long studied for its substrate
channeling properties.

1.3 Introduction  to  the  (β/α)8-barrel enzyme fold
The  (β/α)8-barrel is the most common enzyme fold in nature, comprising roughly
10% of enzymes of known structure.61-65 The   (β/α)8-barrel is also known as the TIMbarrel, named for triose-phosphate isomerase, the first enzyme discovered with the fold.
Although there are a few exceptions, almost all proteins with this fold are enzymes, half
being hydrolases and the other half including members from four out of the five
remaining enzyme classes, demonstrating the versatility of this fold.61-65 The structural
similarities are particularly surprising given the low sequence similarities between all of
the TIM-barrel enzymes. Most of these enzymes share a phosphate binding region, as
two-thirds of them bind ligands that contain at least one phosphate moiety.61-65
The standard TIM-barrel enzyme contains eight parallel   β-strands in the interior
of the protein, surrounded by eight solvent-exposed,  α-helices on the exterior (Fig 1.1a).62
For all known TIM-barrel  enzymes,  there  is  a  ‘catalytic  face’  on  the  side  of  the  enzyme  
containing the C terminus end of the  β-strands  and  the  βα  loops. This face is where all of
the catalytic residues are located.66 The other side of the enzyme is  termed  the  ‘stability  
face’  and  is  made  up  of  the  N  terminus  of  the  β-strands  and  the  αβ  loops.66 This side is
primarily responsible for providing structural and thermodynamic stability for the
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enzyme (Fig 1.1b). Additionally, there is a conserved phosphate binding pocket at the
ends  of  the  β7  and  β8  strands  and  the  α8ʹ  helix.67

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.1 Structure  of  αTS.    a)  TIM-barrel structure  with  the  addition  of  three  α-helices  (α0,  α2′,  and  
α8′).    b)  Catalytic  and  stability  faces  of  αTS.    Loops  are  shown  in  green,  β-strands  in  cyan,  and  α-helices
in purple. PDB 2CLK.

The separation of the catalytic face and stability face make TIM-barrels ideal
targets for enzyme engineering studies, as the reactions catalyzed can be interchanged
while keeping the stability of the fold intact. Additionally, the residues contained in the
α-helices can be changed, without losing enzyme stability. In particular, the Sterner lab
has done extensive research on engineering and evolution of TIM-barrel enzymes by
investigating

the  

relationship  

aminoimidazole-4-carboxamide

between  

ribonucleotide

N’[(5’-phosphoribosyl)formimino]-5(ProFAR)

isomerase

(HisA)

and

imidazole glycerol phosphate synthase (HisF), two consecutive TIM-barrel enzymes from
the histidine biosynthetic pathway that have only 25% sequence identity. They did this
by overexpressing the N-terminal and C-terminal halves of the HisF and HisA enzymes,
creating   a   (β/α)1-4-barrel   and   a   (β/α)5-8-barrel, in order to investigate the theory of gene
duplication   as   the   origin   of   the   (β/α)8-barrel fold. They then recombined these half
barrels in a variety of ways and tested stability and functionality. Results showed that
12

although the structure of HisAF was well-defined and virtually identical to that of HisF,
the hybrid enzyme was unable to sufficiently recover the HisA or HisF function when
grown in auxotrophic E. coli.68-72
Additionally, error-prone PCR and DNA shuffling were used to generate a HisA
and HisAF mutant library in an attempt to generate a variant with the ability to catalyze
the reaction of the N-(5’-phosphoribosyl)-anthranilate isomerase (PRAI – TrpF), the
tryptophan biosynthetic counterpart of HisA. Auxotrophic E. coli cells were transformed
with the plasmid library and grown in tryptophan-deficient media. It was shown that
only a few mutations, four on HisA and six on HisAF, were required to established PRAI
activity on the HisA/HisAF scaffold.68,70,72,73
They were also able to engineer PRAI activity onto the scaffold of αTS,  another  
enzyme in the tryptophan biosynthetic pathway, by first introducing the F22C and L177D
substitutions, to simulate PRAI catalytic residues Cys7 and Asp126. Further mutations
were introduced using error-prone PCR and DNA shuffling. Results showed that only
twelve αTS   residues   required substitution in order for PRAI activity to be established.
Successful PRAI activity was defined as being high  enough  for  a  ΔtrpF strain of E. coli
to survive growth in a tryptophan-free media. Although,  native  αTS  activity was lost in
the modified enzyme, the minimal number of substitutions needed to alter enzyme
function demonstrated the potential evolutionary relationship between trpA and trpF.74

1.4 (β/α)8-barrel enzymes in the tryptophan biosynthetic pathway
One-third of all known TIM-barrel enzymes are either homooligomers or part of
multienzyme complexes, the rest are single-domain proteins.67

The tryptophan
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biosynthetic pathway contains three sequential TIM-barrel enzymes, all belonging to the
ribulose-phosphate-binding

barrel

superfamily:

N-(5’-phosphoribosyl)-anthranilate

isomerase (PRAI – trpF), indole-3-glycerol phosphate synthase (IGPS – trpC),  and  the  αsubunit  of  tryptophan  synthase  (αTS  – trpA). In E. coli, the first two enzymes (PRAI and
IGPS) are expressed together, as the TrpC-TrpF fusion protein.75,76

In all known

organisms containing this pathway, the second to last   enzyme,   αTS, is expressed as a
single protein, then forms a heterodimeric complex with the final  enzyme,  the  β-subunit
of  tryptophan  synthase  (βTS) encoded by trpB, such that the final complex has the linear,
‘sandwich’  structure  of  αββα (Fig1.2).77
As previously discussed, the Sterner group showed that only twelve mutations
were required to impose PRAI   activity   on   the   αTS   scaffold, despite the low sequence
similarity.74 Thus, the tryptophan biosynthetic pathway is ideal for investigations into the
molecular evolution of enzyme function, protein structure, conformational dynamics, and
enzyme engineering studies.

Elucidation of the amino acid networks within these

proteins may provide valuable information for further engineering studies and improved
functionality of engineered enzymes.

Figure 1.2 Structure of the full TS complex. The   β2 dimer   (blue)   is   ‘sandwiched’   between   two   αsubunits.      The   complex   extends   150   Å   and   each   αβ   heterodimer   contains   a   25   Å   long   tunnel   for   the  
direct channeling of indole. PDB 2CLK.
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1.5 Introduction to tryptophan synthase
Tryptophan synthase (TS) consists  of  two  α-subunits, each connected to a dimer
of  β  subunits,  forming  a  linear,  150 Å long complex  with  an  αββα  structure  (Fig. 1.2).77
In E. coli,   αTS   contains   268   residues   for   a   total   molecular   weight   of   approximately   29  
kDa,   βTS   contains   397   residues   for   a   total   molecular   weight   of   approximately   42   kDa.    
The most notable feature of this complex is the 25 Å long intramolecular tunnel
connecting the active sites of the α- and β-subunits. This tunnel is used for channeling
the hydrophobic molecule, indole, from one subunit to the other.77-83 Indole is one of the
products   of   the   α-reaction   and   a   substrate   of   the   β-reaction. Although other enzymes,
such as glutamate synthase84-86, imidazoleglycerol phosphate synthase87,88, aspartate
aminotransferase/malate dehydrogenase89, and proline dehydrogenase90 also exhibit
substrate channeling, the tryptophan synthase complex has long been used as a model
system to investigate the mechanisms and allosteric communication required for this
well-coordinated system.82,91-94

1.5.1  The  α-subunit  of  tryptophan  synthase  (αTS)
The   α-subunit catalyzes the second to last step in the tryptophan biosynthetic
pathway, the retro-aldol cleavage   of   the   C3′-C3 bond of indole-3-glycerol phosphate
(IGP) into indole and D-glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate (G3P). This reaction is thought to
contain only one intermediate, an indolenine tautomer (Fig. 1.3).77,95-98 In the structure of
αTS,  there  are  three  additional  helices compared  to  the  typical  (β/α)8-fold. The  α0  helix  
is located at the N-terminus  of  the  protein,  the  α2′  helix (Pro62-Ala74) is located between
the  β2  strand  and  the  α2  helix,  and  the  α8′  helix  is  located  between  the  β8  strand and the
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α8  helix  (Fig. 1.1a).    Interestingly,  the  α2′  helix  only forms  in  the  presence  of  βTS.    When
αTS  is  isolated  from  βTS,  the  α2′  helix  extends  the  disordered  β2α2  loop (Ile52-Thr77).99

Figure 1.3 Mechanism  of  αTS.    Key  residues  Asp60,  located  on  the  β2α2  loop,  and  Glu49,  located  on  
the  β2-strand catalyze the cleavage of IGP to indole and D-G3P.

There are two known conformations   of   αTS,   ‘open’   and   ‘closed’. The open
conformation is more   populated   when   αTS   is   a   ‘free’   enzyme,   and   not   bound   to   any  
ligands.      The   closed   conformation   is   more   populated   when   αTS   is   bound   to   either   the  
substrate, indole-3-glycerol phosphate (IGP), or the products,

D-glyceraldehyde-3-

phosphate (D-G3P) and indole.      The   dynamic   β2α2 (Ile52-Gly61) and   β6α6   (Arg179Pro192) loops  play  key  roles  in  the  conformational  change  of  αTS  between  the  open  and  
the closed conformation as well as for substrate binding (Fig. 1.4a).79-82,100-102
It has also been shown  that  the  β6α6  loop  interacts  with  the phosphate moiety, via
Gly184. When this happens, the  β6α6  loop  becomes  a  rigid,  circular  lid  preventing  the  
entry of solvent into the active site. Arg179 holds this lid in place through hydrogen
bonds with Val182 and Gly184 (Fig. 1.4a).77,95,103-108 This interaction facilitates the
movement of the hinged Phe212, flanked by Gly211 and Gly213, allowing it to be placed
(edge-to-face) on top of the indole moiety, while nearby residue Ile214 stabilizes indole.
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As  the  β6α6  loop   interacts   with   the  indole  moiety   (via  Gly184),  Thr183  repositions   the  
β2α2  loop  through crucial hydrogen bonding with Ala59, Asp60, and Gly61 causing the
β2α2  loop  to  block  entry  to  the  intramolecular  tunnel  connecting  the  actives  sites  of  αTS  
and  βTS.    Once  the  bond  on  IGP  is  broken,  Asp60  becomes  more  flexible, opening up the
tunnel and allowing indole entry.77,103,106-110
In addition to the main interactions described above, there are a series of smaller,
stabilizing   interactions   between   the   substrate,   IGP,   and   αTS.      There is a hydrophobic
binding   ‘pit’ for the indole moiety of IGP. This ‘pit’ includes Phe22, Ile64, Leu100,
Tyr102, Leu127, Ile153, and Try175 (Fig. 1.4b). There is also substantial hydrogen
bonding with the phosphate group in the active site including Gly211, Phe212, Gly213,
Ile214, Gly234 (water-mediated), Ser235 (water-mediated), and Ala236 (water-mediated)
(Fig. 1.4c).77,109
Evidence   suggests   that   Glu49   (located   on   the   β2   strand)   and   Asp60   (located   on  
the  β2α2  loop)  may  play  a  dual  role  in  catalyzing  the  reaction,  both  as  proton  donors  and  
acceptors, in an acid-base,  ‘push-pull’ catalysis (Fig. 1.3).96,111 An alternative mechanism
is that Glu49 acts as a general acid and base while Asp60 stabilizes the developing charge
of the indole moiety. The importance of Glu49 was first discovered through the use of
site-directed mutagenesis, in which Glu was mutated to all 19 other naturally occurring
amino acids.112 All variants  were  able  to  bind  to  the  β-subunits with a similar association
constant to that of wild-type (WT) protein, however, only the WT enzyme showed
detectable activity.112 It was especially striking that even the E49D variant showed no
catalytic activity, solidifying the hypothesis that Glu49 was an essential catalytic residue.
Site-directed mutagenesis was also used to show the importance of Asp60.

It was
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determined that the D60E variant had partial activity while the D60N, D60A, and D60Y
variants had no catalytic activity.111 Asp60   is   highly   conserved   in   αTS,   though   a   few  
organisms have Glu in the corresponding position. It was determined that the charge of
Asp60 was important for catalysis, possibly acting as a general base or stabilizing the
developing charge on the indole moiety during catalysis, due to the evidence that the
D60E variant was partially active and the D60N variant was completely
inactive.77,81,101,103,111-118

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.4 Important   residue   interactions   in   αTS.      a)   Thr183   holds   the   β2α2   (pink)   and   β6α6   (teal)
loops over the active site during catalysis with hydrogen bonds to Ala59, Asp60, and Gly61. The  α2′  
helix is shown in salmon and contains residues that form the extended  β2α2  loop  in  the  absence  of  βTS.
PDB 1K3U - bound with the IGP analog N-[1H-indol-3-YL-acetyl] aspartic acid. b) Indole moiety
binding pit. Key residues highlighted in green, PDB 1K3U. c) Residues known to interact with the
phosphate moiety. Direct interactions are shown in purple, water mediated interactions shown in blue.
PDB 2CLK – bound with D-G3P.
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1.5.2  The  β-subunit  of  tryptophan  synthase  (βTS)
Once the cleavage of IGP is complete, indole is passed through the intramolecular
tunnel  into  the  active  site  of  βTS  while   D-G3P is released into solution. The  β-subunit
then catalyzes the pyridoxal-phosphate (PLP)-dependent, condensation reaction between
indole and L-serine to form L-tryptophan, the final reaction in the tryptophan biosynthetic
pathway. This reaction occurs in two stages and contains nine intermediates (Fig. 1.5).
The first stage of the reaction is the  β-elimination of the hydroxyl group from L-serine as
water, and the second stage is the β-addition of indole to form L-tryptophan. There are
three   proposed   conformations   for   βTS   during   catalysis,   ‘open’,   ‘partially-closed’, and
‘closed’ (Fig. 1.5).77,79-82,96,97,102,119,120

Figure 1.5 Mechanism  of  βTS.    The  PLP-dependent mechanism is proposed to contain at least nine
intermediates  and  βTS  is  known  to  have  at  least  three  conformational  states,  open,  partially  closed,  and  
closed. The binding of key intermediates induces conformational changes   in   βTS.      These  
conformational  changes  are  used  for  intersubunit  communication  with  αTS.
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1.5.3 Allosteric communication in tryptophan synthase
In   order   to   coordinate   the   substrate   channeling   of   indole   from   αTS   to   βTS,  
substantial allosteric communication must occur between the two subunits. As such, TS
has been used extensively as a model enzyme for intersubunit communication. Current
research shows that the two subunits communicate with one another through a series of
conformational changes based on the substrate/intermediate/product currently bound in
the active site.79,82,91-94,100,121
Allosteric   communication   between   the   α- and   β-subunits occurs on two levels.
Firstly,   the   association   between   the   αTS   and   βTS   increases the substrate affinity and
reaction rates in both subunits.99,122-125 Secondly,  the  various  intermediates  of  the  α- and
β-reactions trigger conformational changes in both subunits to promote and coordinate
substrate   channeling.      As   previously   discussed,   αTS   is   thought   to   have   only   two  
conformations,   ‘open’   and   ‘closed’,   while   βTS   is   thought   to   have   three   conformations,  
‘open’,   ‘partially-closed’,   and   ‘closed’.      These   conformations   are   crucial   in   the  
intersubunit communication between the two subunits, both for substrate channeling and
catalysis.79,80,82,91-94,100-102
For example, the binding of L-serine   to   βTS leads to the formation of the
aminoacrylate intermediate, inducing the   conformational   change   (in   βTS)   to   the   closed  
conformation.      This   conformational   change   signals   that   βTS   is   ready   for   catalysis   and  
αTS  then produces and transfers indole through the intermolecular tunnel, to  the  β-activesite.96,97 This coordination has been previously shown using fluorescence stopped-flow
and quenched-flow methods.79,100,121
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Finally, the formation of the L-tryptophan containing external aldamine in βTS
triggers the  deactivation  of  the  α-subunit, as determined by UV-visible spectroscopy with
enzyme activity assays and with the use of substrate analogues.100,121
Although there is sufficient evidence that the subunits communicate with
conformational changes, there is no known information about how this communication
occurs and how each subunit ‘knows’ the conformational state of the other. It is likely
that this communication is occurring via amino acid networks.

These long-range

networks may be used to report on the conformational states of each of the subunits
allowing them to coordinate the reactions at each of the active sites.

1.6 Conclusions
Intramolecular substrate channeling in TS requires extensive communication and
coordination  between  αTS  and  βTS.    Each  subunit  is  able  to  effectively influence ligand
binding and catalysis in the other subunit through a series of conformational changes.
Exactly how information about the conformational state of the other subunit is obtained is
still currently unknown. This dissertation will investigate the viability of the use of
amino acid networks as a method of communicating the various conformational states of
the subunits to one another within TS. The results presented here not only illuminate
details about the communication between the two subunits in TS, but may also provide
additional information about the function of enzymes and introduce additional
considerations for future enzyme engineering efforts.
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Chapter 2
N-Ala probes reveal potential state dependent
communication  pathway  in  αTS.

15

The majority of the following research was published in:
Axe, J.M. and Boehr, D.D. (2013). Long-range interactions in the alpha subunit of tryptophan synthase
help to coordinate ligand binding, catalysis, and substrate channeling. J. Mol. Biol. 425, 1527-1545.1
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2.1 Abstract
Tryptophan synthase (TS) is a tetrameric complex made up of two heterodimers,
each containing the   α- and   β-subunits, αTS   and   βTS,   respectively.

It has been

extensively studied for its intramolecular tunnel connecting the active-sites, and for the
conformational changes and allosteric communication (via coordinated amino acid
networks) between the subunits which regulates enzyme function. Understanding the
long-range amino acid networks in  αTS, which catalyzes the cleavage of IGP to D-G3P
and indole, thus gives insight into the coordination of the two active-sites within TS. In
this study, Ala residues were used as  probes  for  structural  and  dynamic  changes  of  αTS  
throughout its catalytic cycle, in the absence of the  β-subunit. Projection analysis of the
chemical shift changes by site-specific amino acid substitutions and ligand titrations
indicates  that  αTS  has  three  important  conformational  states:  ligand-free, glyceraldehyde3-phosphate-bound(like), and active state. Chemical shift covariance analysis suggests
that the amino acid networks within these conformations differ. Specifically, there are
connections  between  the  β2α2  and  β6α6  loops, seen only in the free state, that likely help
to coordinate substrate binding. Additionally, there are long-range connections, seen
only in the active state, between Ala47 and  residues  within  the  β2α2  loop  that  are  likely  
important for coordinating chemical catalysis. Ala47 reports on structural and dynamic
changes associated with catalytic residue   Glu49,   and   the   β2α2   loop   contains   the   other  
catalytically important residue, Asp60. NMR relaxation rates also suggest that these
changes in the allosteric networks are accompanied by protein dynamic changes. During
catalytic turnover, the protein becomes more rigid on the millisecond timescale and the
active-site dynamics are driven to a faster nanosecond timescale.
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2.2 Introduction
Proteins can be viewed as operating with two (in some cases more)
conformational states. These two states are often referred to as the ‘open’  and  ‘closed’  
state.    The  ‘open’  state is the lowest energy state in the absence of ligands and therefore
more populated   under   ‘resting’   conditions, and the ‘closed’   state   is the lowest energy
state when bound to substrate(s)/products(s) and therefore more populated when the
enzyme is undergoing catalytic turnover (Fig. 2.1).2-9

Cycling through various

conformational states is important for full function of the enzyme and has been proposed
to  facilitate  the  communication  between  the  α- and  β-subunits of tryptophan synthase.2,1016

Although the changes in conformational states allow the two subunits to communicate,

it is not currently understood how one subunit is impacted by the conformational state of
the other.2,10-16 Recent investigations into the understanding of allosteric networks have
offered a possible explanation for this method of communication.17-19 Understanding
these allosteric  networks  within  the  α-subunit itself thus provides information about the
regulation

and

function within the
full TS complex.
The dynamic
2.1 Two-state   conformational   equilibrium   of   enzymes.      The   ‘open’  
β2α2   and   β6α6   loops Figure
state  (blue)  is  favored  in  the  absence  of  ligands  and  the  ‘closed’  state  (green)  

play key roles in

is favored in the presence of ligands, and is the catalytically active form.

conformational exchange, substrate binding/channeling, catalysis, and intersubunit
communication within the TS complex (Fig. 2.2a).20 The   β2α2   loop   contains   residues
Ile52-Gly61, but is extended from Ile52-Thr77 in  the   absence  of  the  β-subunit, and the
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β6α6  loop  contains  residues Arg179–Pro192.16 Upon binding IGP (or inhibitor mimics),
the   β6α6   loop   is   proposed   to   become   a   rigid,   circular lid that closes over the active
site.8,21-27 A key hydrogen bond from Gly184 to the anchoring phosphate helps to hold
the  β6α6  lid  in  place.  This  interaction  also  facilitates  the  movement  of  the  hinged  Phe212,  
allowing it to be placed (edge-to-face) on top of the indole moiety, while nearby residues
Gly213 and Ile214 make hydrogen bonds to the phosphate group. The repositioning of
the  β6α6  loop  also  induces  structural  changes  in  the  β2α2  loop  such  that  hydrogen  bonds  
form  between  Thr183  on  the  β6α6  loop  and  Ala59,  Asp60,  and Gly61  on  the  β2α2  loop.  
In  this  conformation,  the  β2α2  loop  blocks  entry  to  the  intramolecular tunnel connecting
the active-sites   of   the   α- and   β-subunits. Once the interactions with IGP are broken,
Asp60   can   become   more   flexible,   opening   the   β2α2   loop   and   allowing   access   to   the  
indole channel. It has previously been shown that disrupting the interactions between the
β2α2  and  β6α6  loops  decreases  catalytic  and  channeling  efficiencies (Fig. 2.2b).4,8,28-33
A key to the conformational transition during the catalytic cycle of αTS   are   the  
structural rearrangements of the β2α2  and  β6α6  loops. Both of these conformations (and
potentially other conformations) are most likely present, even in the apoenzyme, before
ligand binding and/or catalysis.34 Therefore, ligand binding and release merely shifts the
equilibrium between these   ‘open’/free   and   ‘closed’/bound   states (and potentially other
conformations).34

As   previously   mentioned,   the   ‘closed’   state   is   the   lowest   energy  

protein conformation when bound to substrate(s)/product(s). When ligands bind, this
state is stabilized and the conformational equilibrium is shifted towards this state.
Understanding the nature of these conformational states and how transitions between
them are   controlled   would   bring   new   insight   into   the   allosteric   regulation   of   αTS (Fig.
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2.1).      As   such,   an   investigation   of   the   conformational   motions   of   the   β2α2   and   β6α6  
loops would deepen the understanding of catalytic events and coordination of substrate
channeling of TS. Unfortunately, there is limited structural information known about
these highly dynamic loops. Characterization by X-ray crystallography, performed on TS
from S. typhimurium, has been difficult due to the flexibility of these regions, and the
β2α2   and   β6α6 loops tend to be missing from free state structures due to their low
electron density.25 Solution-state NMR provides a means to probe the structural/dynamic
responses of enzymes along their catalytic cycles and gain insight into allosteric
regulation.9,35-40 Partial backbone NMR assignments have been previously made for E.
coli αTS,   however   almost   all   the   β2α2   and   β6α6   loop   assignments   were   missing.41,42
Binding   of   ligands   could   potentially   alter   αTS   conformational   dynamics   to   reveal   the  
associated resonances of these regions.
The   β2α2   loop   of   αTS   contains   a   total   of   five   alanine residues (Ala59, Ala67,
Ala71, Ala73, and Ala74), four of which are in the region of the loop that transitions to
the   α2′   helix   (residues   Gly61-Ala74) when in the full TS complex. The fifth residue,
Ala59, is one of the three residues known to form a hydrogen bond with Thr183 on the
β6α6,  repositioning  the  β2α2  loop  in  preparation  for  catalysis.    Ala59  is  also  adjacent  to  
Asp60, one of the catalytic residues.      The   β6α6   loop   contains   four   alanine residues
(Ala180, Ala185, Ala189, and Ala190), of which only Ala190 has been previously
assigned (Fig. 2.2b).41 Further NMR experimentation, specifically the selective amino
acid labeling of the backbone nitrogen of the Ala residues and systematic site-directed
Ala-to-Gly mutagenesis, successfully expanded the number of assigned resonances in
these loop regions (Fig. 2.2c). Titration experiments involving two ligands, the products
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indole and D-G3P, have also been performed in order to identify chemical shift markers
for the free and bound-like   conformations   of   αTS.      Changes in chemical shift may
indicate structural changes near the Ala NMR probes or changes in the dynamics of the
region or secondary structure(s) surrounding the probes. These experiments provide
further insight into which residues are undergoing the greatest change between the two
states (conformational or dynamic), and provide information on key residues and motions
for substrate binding and preparation for catalysis.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.2 Catalysis and channeling in
TS.
(a) The   α-subunit of TS is
responsible for the cleavage of IGP into
indole and D-G3P.      Glu49,   on   the   β2  
strand,   and   Asp60,   on   the   β2α2   loop,  
are proposed to act as both proton
donors and acceptors in the chemical
mechanism   of   αTS.      (b)   The   α-subunit
(grey), channels indole directly to the
active-site  of  the  β-subunit (gold) (PDB
2CLK). The   β2α2   (pink)   and   β6α6  
(blue) loops are primarily responsible
for   the   conformational   changes   in   αTS  
during  catalysis.    In  the  absence  of  βTS,  
the  β2α2  loop  is  extended  (residues  5277) to include residues contained in the
α2ʹ helix. Ala residues located on the
interface   with   βTS   and   on   the   dynamic  
loops are highlighted in green. (c) 15NAla HSQC resonance assignments of
αTS,  in  the  absence  of  βTS  and  ligands.    
1
H-15N HSQC assignments had been
previously made for much   of   αTS,  
including the Ala resonances (black).
Additional assignments (red) were
completed using a combination of sitedirected mutagenesis and standard
triple-resonance experiments on fully
13
C, 15N-labeled  αTS.    There are 40 Ala
residues  in  αTS,  only  34  resonances  are  
observable in the absence of ligands
(the resonance for Ala103 in not shown,
but  is  located  at  δ1H,  δ15N = 10.85 ppm,
127.7 ppm). Five additional resonances
appear in the presence of both indole
and D-G3P.
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The dynamic equilibrium between the free and bound-like conformations can be
investigated with two recently developed NMR techniques.

When undergoing fast

exchange, the transition between these two states is occurring rapidly compared to the
timescale of chemical shift evolution thus the resonance appears as a single peak, located
at the population weighted average chemical shift of the two states. The CHEmical Shift
Projection Analysis (CHESPA), originally developed by the Melacini group at McMaster
University, is an ideal technique for studying this dynamic equilibrium using NMR.43 In
this method, the effects of ligand binding and amino acid substitution(s) are reported on
by changes in chemical shift, which in turn reports on the population shifts of the two
states. These changes can be compared from one resonance to another to identify residue
changes that stabilize (or destabilize) protein conformations necessary for ligand binding.
This technique was applied to investigating the dynamic equilibrium of resting αTS  
(ligand-free state, favoring   the   ‘open’   conformation)   and   working αTS   (D-G3P/indolebound state,  under  catalytic  turnover,  favoring  the  ‘closed  conformation’) when perturbed
by various Ala-to-Gly single amino acid substitutions and when bound with each ligand
(D-G3P and indole), individually.

The second technique is the CHEmical Shift

Covariance Analysis (CHESCA) method, also developed by the Melacini group at
McMaster.44 This method identifies allosteric amino acid networks based on correlated
chemical shift responses to perturbations (such as mutations or ligand binding), under the
assumption that residues within the same allosteric network will respond similarly to the
perturbations. Therefore, residues in the same network should display a linear correlation
when plotting their overall chemical shifts against one another, across several
perturbations.
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Ala residues were selected to simplify analysis and because they are widely
dispersed throughout the enzyme structure (i.e. they are the most prominent amino acid
type  in  αTS),  especially  in  the  β2α2  and  β6α6 loops. All observable Ala resonances (1H15

N) in αTS  were  successfully  assigned,  including 39  of  the  40  Ala  located  in  αTS (Fig

2.2c). NMR chemical shift perturbations were monitored, as was the relaxation behavior
of the Ala residues in key positions throughout  the  αTS  structure  (in  the  absence  of  the  βsubunit)   to   gain   insight   into   the   allosteric   networks   in   αTS   important   for   catalysis   and  
indole channeling. Three conformational states were identified, and evidence suggests
that the allosteric networks within each of these three states differ.

The different

allosteric   networks   in   αTS   are   likely   responsible   for   coordinating   structural   dynamics  
within the enzyme important for ligand binding, chemical catalysis, and coordination
with  the  β-subunit.

2.3 Materials and Methods
2.3.1 Initial cloning and subcloning
The transcript for E. coli αTS   was  PCR  amplified  from   the  plasmid  pSC101-trp
(American Type Culture Collection 31743) and cloned into pET101 using the Champion
pET Directional TOPO Expression Kit (Invitrogen). Unfortunately, preliminary protein
expression trials with the pET101 vector indicated a substantial  overexpression  of  the  βlactamase protein (which confers ampicillin resistance). This overexpression interfered
with   isolation   and   purification   of   αTS. As   such,   the   αTS   gene   was   subcloned   from  
pET101 into pET26 (KanR) with the restriction endonucleases XbaI and SacI (New
England Biolabs) using standard procedures.
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2.3.2 Site-directed mutagenesis
The A59G, A67G, A71G, A73G, A79G, A86G, A116G, A137G, A158G, A180G,
A185G, A189G, A198G, A216G, A236G, and A253G αTS  variants were generated using
the Stratagene QuikChange® Lightning Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Agilent
Technologies) and appropriate primers with the pET26 vector. All sequences, WT and
mutant were confirmed through DNA sequencing (Nucleic Acid Facility, Pennsylvania
State University).

2.3.3 Overexpression and purification of 15N-Ala αTS
WT and variant   αTS   were   overexpressed   according   to   a modified version of
previously published protocols to achieve

15

N backbone labeling of only the Ala

residues.45 Cultures of transformed E. coli BL21 (DE3*) were grown at 37 °C until an
OD600 (optical density at 600 nm) of 0.6 to 0.7 is reached, at which time 1 mM IPTG was
added   to   induce   protein   expression.      Cells   were   allowed   to   overexpress   αTS   for  
approximately 12 h at 25 °C and were then collected by centrifugation at 10,000xg for 20
min at 4°C. Cell pellets were resuspended in approximately 55 mL of buffer A [25 mM
HEPES, pH 7.5, and 1 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (Na2EDTA)], and 1 mM
PMSF was added prior to lysis via sonification. The lysate was centrifuged at 30,000xg
at  4  °C  for  30  min  and  αTS  was  purified  from  the  supernatant,  first  by   using  an  anionexchange (Q-Sepharose) column with buffers A and B (25 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 1 mM
Na2EDTA, and 1 M NaCl) using a 0–50% gradient of buffer B, followed by a sizeexclusion (S100) column with gel filtration buffer (25 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 1 mM
Na2EDTA, and 200 mM NaCl). Fractions   containing   αTS   were   identified   after   each  
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column using SDS-PAGE and then concentrated using a Vivaspin® 20 centrifugal
concentrator.

2.3.4 NMR sample preparation and experimentation
Following protein purification and concentration, a ZEBA desalting column
(Thermo Scientific) was used to exchange the buffer of all protein samples from gel
filtration buffer to NMR buffer (50 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.8, 2 mM DTT, 0.2
mM Na2EDTA, and 10% 2H2O). The NMR samples generally contained 0.5–1 mM
protein, and 10 mM indole and/or 10 mM D-G3P (Sigma Aldrich) where indicated. G3P
titrations were performed using a stock G3P solution of ~144 mM D-G3P, and final
NMR concentrations of 0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.25, 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, and 10.0 mM D-G3P were
used (both in the absence and presence of 10 mM indole). Standard 1H–15N TROSY
(transverse relaxation optimized spectroscopy) or non-TROSY HSQC and standard
HNCACB spectra were obtained at 298 K on either a Bruker Avance III 600-MHz or a
Bruker Avance III 850-MHz spectrometer, both equipped with a TCI cryoprobe. 1H–15N
hetNOE values were measured by acquiring two spectra, with or without proton presaturation, in an interleaved manner. A total of three pairs of spectra were collected at
298 K for each of the  αTS  complexes  analyzed.    For  estimates  of  Rex values, 15N-Ala R2
relaxation rates were measured on a Bruker Avance III 600-MHz spectrometer using
constant-time relaxation-compensated Carr–Purcell–Meiboom–Gill (CPMG) pulse
sequences as previously described.46 The effective R2 relaxation rates (R2,eff) were
determined from the relation R2,eff = −ln(I(υCPMG)/I(0))/T, where T (= 40 ms) is the total
relaxation  period  during  CPMG  pulsing,  I(υCPMG) represents peak intensities with CPMG
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pulsing   at   a   particular   radio   frequency   field,   υCPMG=1/τ   where   τ   is   the   time   between  
successive 180° pulses in the CPMG sequence, and I(0) is the intensity in the reference
spectrum obtained without the CPMG pulse train. Rex values were estimated as Rex =
R2,eff (υCPMG = 100 s−1) − R2,eff (υCPMG = 2000 s−1). R2,0 is estimated as R2,eff (υCPMG =
2000 s−1) (i.e., R2,eff at the highest 180° pulsing rate). R1 relaxation rates were measured
using 10 relaxation delays ranging from 0.05 to 1.5 s and two repeated data points for
error estimate, using the standard Bruker pulse sequence. Unless otherwise specified, all
experiments were performed at 298 K in 50 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.8, 2 mM
DTT, 0.2 mM Na2EDTA, and 10% (v/v) 2H2O. Where indicated 10 mM D-G3P and/or
10 mM indole was also added.

2.3.5 NMR data analysis
Two methods of gaining insight into the underlying protein conformational
energy landscape were applied that compare NMR chemical shift data sets derived from
site-directed variant proteins and ligand titration experiments. They are the CHESPA and
CHESCA approaches.
In CHESPA (Fig. 2.3a&b), vector A represents the chemical shift perturbation in
the 1H–15N plane induced by the amino acid substitution, and vector B represents the
chemical shift perturbation in the 1H–15N plane induced on WT protein by ligand binding
(note that the 15N chemical shifts are scaled by a factor of 0.2)43,47. Thus, the projection
of vector A onto B is a measure of the chemical shift induced by the amino acid
substitution along the vector defined by ligand binding, or in other words, it is a measure
of the degree to which the residue substitution shifts the conformational equilibrium
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between protein conformations found in the free and bound-like states. The two residuespecific values derived from CHESPA are cosθ,  which  reports  on  the  relative  orientation  
between  vectors  A  and  B  (i.e.,  when  |cos  θ  |  = 1, the chemical shift change induced by the
residue change is along the ligand-binding vector), and the fractional shift X, which is the
magnitude of vector A along vector B (e.g., if the chemical shifts induced by the residue
change and ligand binding are comparable in magnitude and direction, then |X| ~ 1).43

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3 (a) CHESPA relates the change in direction and magnitude of chemical shifts due to
perturbations (amino acid substitutions) to those due to changes in the conformational equilibrium
(addition of ligands). In this case, vector A represents the chemical shift change induced by the amino
acid substitution (such as A158G) and vector B represents the chemical shift change induced by ligand
binding (such as D-G3P). CHESPA yields two values to characterize the relationship between vectors A
and B; cosθ,  which  is  a  measure  of  the  angle  between  vectors  A  and  B  and  determines the similarity in the
directional changes induced by the two different perturbations, and X, which is the fractional shift induced
by the residue change along the vector representing the ligand-induced chemical shift change. For this
analysis, the 15N chemical shift is scaled by a factor of 0.2. (b) Example showing that the A158G
substitution induces a chemical shift change for the Ala116 resonance along the vector defined by the
chemical shift change induced by D-G3P-binding.

In CHESCA, a series of 1H-15N HSQC datasets are collected and the overall
chemical shift of each resonance in each spectra is calculated according to s(x)i =  δH +
0.2(δN).44,47 The overall chemical shift of each resonance of each spectrum is then plotted
against those of all other resonances in the other spectra. Resonances that show a linear
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trend (with |r| > 0.95) in these plots are said to be correlated, suggesting that they are
reporting on the same coordination event and therefore allosterically coupled.

2.4 Results
2.4.1 Expansion of resonance assignments
Assignment of the Ala 1H-15N heteronuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC)
spectrum of WT E. coli αTS   was completed using a combination of standard tripleresonance NMR experiments (HNCA, HNCOCA, HNCACB, HNCOCACB) and sitedirected mutagenesis (to generate 16 systematic Ala-to-Gly variants).

In general,

assignments were able to be made using only the resting state spectra (in the absence of
ligands) however, in some cases, resonances were only observable when protein was
bound to either D-G3P (Ala137, Ala180, and Ala185) or indole (Ala59 and Ala158). In
total, 39 of the 40 Ala residues were assigned (extended from the previously published 20
Ala assignments); the resonance associated with Ala216 was not observable under any
experimental conditions. This absence may be because it is a surface-exposed residue in
the N-terminus  of  the  α7  helix,  and  directly  preceding  Ala216  in  the  helix  is  a  short,  but  
possibly flexible loop (Fig. 2.2c). The dynamics of this loop may lead to a changing
chemical environment that leads to the broadening of the Ala216 resonance. Most
importantly, the new  resonance  assignments  included  those  on  the  dynamic  β2α2  (Ala59,  
Ala67,  Ala71,  Ala73,  and  Ala74)  and  β6α6  (Ala180, Ala185, Ala189, and Ala190) loops.
It  should  be  noted  that  in  the  absence  of  the  β-subunit,  the  α2′  helix does not form and the
β2α2   loop   is   extended   from   residues   Ile52–Thr77. This statement is supported by the
analysis of the Cα and Cβ chemical shifts that indicate that there is no strong evidence that
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an   α-helix   is   formed   in   this   region   (i.e.,   δCα ≤   52.5   ppm,   δCβ ≤   19.0 ppm), even in the
presence of ligands.
Chemical shift perturbation analyses were performed on each variant, where the
change in chemical   shift   (Δδ)   was   calculated   by   the   standard   equation,   Δδ   =   ((ΔδH)2 +
(0.2ΔδN)2)1/2. Substantial changes in chemical shifts were defined as values larger than
0.1 ppm, small changes were defined as 0.05 – 0.1 ppm, values below 0.05 ppm were
considered to be negligible (Fig. 2.4). The following is a description of the chemical shift
changes observed in the Ala-to-Gly variants.
A59G – The effects of the A59G substitution,  in  the  β2α2  loop, (Fig. 2.4a) were confined
to changes in the chemical shifts or intensities of the resonances of nearby residues only,
including Ala67 and Ala71,  both  on  the  extended  β2α2  loop, and Ala129, located on the
short, β4α4  loop. Both   the  β2α2  and   Leu127,  near  Ala129,  play  important   roles  in the
formation of the indole binding ‘pit’.42 It is also notable that the Ala59 resonance is not
observable in the free state spectrum, which may be due to exchange broadening. Ala59
is   located   next   to   catalytic   Asp60   on   the   flexible   β2α2   loop   and   the absence of this
resonance on the free state spectrum may indicate the increased flexibility of this portion
of the loop when not undergoing active catalysis.
A67G – The A67G substitution (Fig. 2.4b) resulted in substantial chemical shift changes
in the Ala71 and Ala73 resonances (both  in  the  extended  β2α2  loop). Additionally, there
were substantial changes   to   the   Ala129,   Ala189   (β6α6   loop),   and   Ala236   (α8ʹ helix)
resonances. As  previously  mentioned,  Ala129  is  located  near  other  residues  on  the  β2α2  
loop and the  dynamic  β6α6  loop  is  known  to  interact  with  the  β2α2  loop.    The  change  in  
the chemical shift of Ala236 in the α8ʹ  helix  can also be explained by its proximity to the
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site of the substitution. It is interesting that although small changes in the chemical shifts
were observed in resonances whose corresponding   residues  are  near  Ala67  or  the  β2α2
loop (i.e. Ala74, Ala79, and Ala86), small changes were also observed in resonances
whose corresponding residues were quite distant ( >10 Å) from  Ala67  and  the  β2α2  loop
(i.e. Ala116, Ala142, and Ala143). These residues, however, are near Ala129, whose
resonance was substantially affected by the A67G substitution. Ala129 may therefore be
part of a pathway that allows this perturbation to be ‘felt’ on a distant part of the enzyme.
A71G – The A71G substitution (Fig. 2.4c) resulted in substantial changes to the other
β2α2   loop   resonances   (i.e. Ala67, Ala73, and Ala74). Substantial changes were also
observed for nearby Ala86 and Ala236 residues. Small changes were observed in the
resonance associated with near-by Ala129, as well as the resonances associated with
residues  in  the  β6α6  loop  (i.e.  Ala189  and  Ala190),  which  is  known  to  interact  with  the  
loop containing Ala71. Small changes were observed in the resonances associated with
Ala228 and Ala231, both located quite distant ( >15 Å away) from the site of the
substitution. Both  of  these  residues  are  located  near  those  in  the  β6α6  loop,  and  this  loop  
may be acting as a pathway to transfer the information on the A71G perturbation to more
distant residues.
A73G – The A73G substitution (Fig 2.4d) did not result in any unexpected chemical shift
changes (i.e. only the resonances associates with near-by residues were affected).
A79G – The A79G substitution (Fig. 2.4e) resulted in several interesting effects,
including the complete loss of the Ala231 resonance and a significant decrease in the
intensities of the Ala129 and Ala236 resonances. Additionally, there is a substantial
change in the chemical shift of the Ala189 resonance. Ala129 is located near Ala79 in
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the structure, so the effect on this resonance can be explained by proximity to the site of
the substitution. However, Ala189, Ala231, and Ala236 are located on the opposite side
of the enzyme from the A79G substitution site ( >10 Å away). Ala79 is located near to
the  β2α2  loop,   which  is   known  to   interact   with   the  β6α6  loop   containing  Ala189.     It   is  
possible  that  the  effects  of  this  perturbation  are  communicated  through  the  β2α2  loop  to  
Ala189.      Although   no   Ala   resonances   on   the   β2α2   loop   ‘feel’   this   perturbation, the
pathway from Ala79 to Ala189 may not contain any additional Ala residues and other
amino  acid  types  in  the  β2α2  loop  are  providing the pathway for communication across
the enzyme.

Ala231 and Ala236 are located near to Ala189, so there may be a

communication cascade from the site of the substitution, A79G, to non-Ala residues on
the  β2α2  loop  to  Ala189  on  the  β6α6  loop  to  Ala231  and  Ala236  on  the  β8  strand  and  α8ʹ
helix, respectively. This potential pathway may be a key to identifying the method used
by  αTS  to  communicate  from  one  side  of  the  enzyme  to the  other,  as  well  as  to  βTS.
A86G – The A86G substitution (Fig. 2.4f) did not substantially affect any other
resonances; the only noticeable change was a small change to the Ala73 resonance.
A86G  is  located  near  the  β2α2  loop  containing  Ala73  and  this  effect  can  be  explained  by  
the proximity to the substitution site.
A116G – The A116G substitution (Fig. 2.4g) also did not result in many changes in the
free state spectrum, but there was a small change in the Ala79 resonance. Ala79 is
located near the substitution site, helping to explain these results.
A137G – The A137G variant (Fig. 2.4h) did not result in significant changes in other
resonances, although it is important to note that the Ala137 resonance is not observable in
the free state spectrum. Ala137 is a surface-exposed  residue,  near  the  interface  with  βTS.    
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There   may   be   increased   flexibility   in   this   region   in   the   absence   of   βTS,   and/or other
ligands, leading to the absence of this resonance on the free state spectrum.
A158G – The A158G substitution (Fig. 2.4i) results in substantial changes to the Ala167
and Ala205 resonances, both associated residues are located near the site of the
substitution. Additionally, small changes were observed in Ala189, Ala190, Ala198,
Ala206, and Ala231. Ala198 and Ala206 are located close to the substitution site,
however, Ala189, Ala190, and Ala231 are more distant ( >10 Å away). Ala198 is close
to the β6α6   loop,   and   this   proximity may provide a pathway for communication to the
β6α6  loop  from  A158G.    Additionally,  Ala231  is  in  close  proximately  to  the  β6α6  loop  as  
well,  so  the  communication  pathway  may  extend  from  A158G  to  Ala198  to  the  β6α6  loop  
to Ala231. It is also important to note that the resonance for Ala158 is not observable in
the free state spectrum. Ala158 is located in the β5α5  loop, and similar to Ala137, is a
surface-exposed  residue,  near  the  binding  interface  with  βTS.    It  is  possible  that  there  is  
an  increased  flexibility  in  this  region  in  the  absence  of  βTS,  and/or  ligands,  resulting  in  a  
loss of the associated resonance in the free state spectrum.
A180G – The A180G substitution,   in   the   β6α6   loop,   (Fig. 2.4j) did not result in a
substantial change in chemical shift of any other resonance. Ala180 is located towards
the N-terminus of the flexible  β6α6  loop  and  the  resulting  resonance is very weak, almost
negligible, in the free state spectrum.
A185G – The A185G substitution, also in   the   β6α6   loop, (Fig. 2.4k) resulted in
substantial changes to the only β6α6   loop   resonances   with sufficient intensities to be
observable in the free state (Ala189 and Ala190).

The Ala185 resonance is not
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observable in the free state spectrum, likely because it is located in the middle of the
flexible  β6α6  loop.
A189G – The A189G substitution (Fig. 2.4l), located towards the C-terminus  of  the  β6α6
loop, resulted in a large change in the chemical shift of the Ala190 resonance as well as
the loss of the Ala79 resonance. The effect on the Ala190 resonance can be readily
explained by proximity to the site of the substitution; however Ala79 is located on the
complete opposite side of the enzyme.

As   previously   mentioned,   the   β6α6   loop  

containing   the   A189G   substitution,   is   known   to   interact   with   the   β2α2   loop,   which   is  
located near to Ala79, thus explaining this pathway of communication. Interestingly, the
A189G  to  β6α6  loop  to   β2α2  loop  to  Ala79  is  the  exact  same  pathway,  although  in  the  
opposite direction, as seen with the A79G substitution, whose effects are seen to reach
Ala189. This result suggests that the communication pathways may be multidirectional,
and information can be both transmitted and received using the same network.
A198G – The A198G substitution, in the α6   helix, (Fig. 2.4m) only resulted in a small
change in the Ala189 resonance. This response can be explained by the proximity of the
α6  helix  and  β6α6  loop.
A216G – Although the Ala216 resonance is not observable (under any conditions yet
attempted), the A216G substitution (Fig. 2.4n) resulted in chemical shift changes across
most of the resonances including substantial shifts to the Ala73, Ala190, Ala198, and
Ala228 resonances, plus smaller changes to the Ala18, Ala74, Ala149, Ala189, Ala222,
Ala236, Ala253, Ala264, and Ala265 resonances. There is also a loss of the Ala223 and
Ala231 resonances, and the appearance of an unknown resonance. The effects on Ala18,
Ala189, Ala190, Ala222, Ala223, Ala228, Ala236, Ala253, Ala264, and Ala265 can be
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explained by proximity to the site of substitution.

Additionally,   the   β6α6   loop,  

containing  Ala189  and  Ala190  is  known  to  interact  with  the  β2α2  loop containing Ala73
and Ala74, and is in close proximity to Ala198, leaving only the changes to the Ala149
resonance unexplained. Although no clear pathway can be seen using the Ala residues, it
is possible that communication is reaching Ala149 through a pathway containing non-Ala
residues. As such, further  investigation  of  the  pathways  of  communication  in  αTS  needs  
to be completed by obtaining information with all different amino acid types, in addition
to the information obtained using Ala probes.
A236G – The A236G substitution (Fig. 2.4o) resulted in small changes in the chemical
shifts of the Ala231 and Ala265 resonances, as well as a loss in intensity of the
resonances associated with Ala222, Ala223, and Ala231. These effects can be explained
by proximity to the site of the substitution.
A253G – Finally, the A253G substitution (Fig. 2.4p) only resulted in a substantial change
in the chemical shift of the resonance associated with neighboring Ala254, both residues
are located  in  the  α8  helix.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.4 (continued on next 3 pages) Site-directed mutagenesis used to complete the resonance
assignments for 1H-15N Ala HSQC for E. coli αTS.    On  the  left,  the  NMR  spectra  of  Ala-to-Gly variants
(in  color)  were  compared  to  that  of  WT  (in  black)  αTS.    The  specific  variant  is  indicated  in  the  top  left  
hand corner of each spectra. In the middle, the combined 1H and 15N chemical shift differences between
WT and variant spectra were calculated  by  Δδ  =  ((ΔδH2)  +   (0.2ΔδN)2)1/2. On the right, spheres indicate
the  location  of  the  Ala  residues  in  the  αTS  structure (PDB 1K3U). The site of substitution is identified in
blue,   Δδ   >   0.1   ppm      are   in   red,   Δδ   =   0.05   – 0.1 ppm are in yellow, and resonances that showed a
substantial decrease in intensity (and/or were missing) are shown in magenta.
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Figure 2.4 (cont.) Figure description located on first page of figure.

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)
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Figure 2.4 (cont.) Figure description located on first page of figure.

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)
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Figure 2.4 (cont.) Figure description located on first page of figure.

(m)

(n)

(o)

(p)

As seen in Figure 2.4, most of these changes in chemical shift and dynamics (as
suggested by changes in peak intensities) are near or around the substitution site when
looking at the   crystal   structure   of   αTS. However, in some cases there appears to be a
long, connected web spanning from the substitution site to the other side of the protein
(i.e. A67G, A71G, A79G, A158G, A189G, and A216G). As previously discussed, there
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may  be  a  pathway  for  communication  spanning  αTS  allowing  perturbations  on  one  side  
of the enzyme to reach residues on the other side.

Additionally, there are a few

substitutions that result in changes to distant residues that are not explained by the Ala
pathways of communication alone (such as A79G, A189G, A198G, and A216G). It is
likely that there is a network connecting these residues from the site of substitutions,
though it may not contain any additional Ala residues limiting the amount of information
that can be obtained from this method. Additional experiments using all backbone
resonances may help to elucidate the remaining networks.

2.4.2 Ligands induce chemical shift changes
In addition to the analysis of the change in chemical shifts due to the Ala-to-Gly
substitutions, chemical shift markers were identified in the presence of two ligands, DG3P and indole. Titration experiments were performed with D-G3P (in absence and
presence of 10 mM indole, Fig. 2.5a & 2.6a) to monitor the changes in chemical shift
resulting from the increased ligand concentration. Unfortunately, titration experiments
with indole alone could not be performed due to the low solubility of indole in water
(maximum stable concentration of ~16 mM) preventing the use of a highly concentrated
stock solution. Additionally, excessive amounts of labeled sample would need to be
produced to mitigate the loss when transferring enzyme from buffer to buffer, with
increasing indole concentrations, via desalting columns or dialysis. Titrations performed
with this method would also make it nearly impossible to ensure the αTS  concentration  
remained consistent from sample to sample, which is required for a more accurate
analysis of the change in the intensities of resonances. The concentration of 10 mM
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indole was thus selected as it was the highest concentration able to be maintained without
precipitation of indole during experimentation. Titration curves generated by plotting the
change in chemical shift vs. the D-G3P concentration confirm that αTS is at saturating
conditions at 10 mM D-G3P (Fig. 2.5b&c and 2.6b&c).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.5 (a) Titration of αTS with D-G3P (in the absence of indole), concentrations of D-G3P include
0 (black), 0.25 (violet), 0.50 (blue), 0.75 (light blue), 1.25 (green), 2.5 (yellow), 5.0 (orange), 7.5 (red),
and 10 mM (pink). (b) Titration curve of Ala116, change in chemical shift plotted against the
concentration of D-G3P.      (c)   Titration   curve   of   Ala103.      The   Ala103   resonance   in   free   αTS   has   a   1H
chemical shift of 10.78 ppm and a 15N chemical shift of 128.65 ppm, so it is not located on the portion of
the spectrum depicted in (a).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.6 (a) Titration of αTS with D-G3P (in the presence of 10 mM indole), concentrations of D-G3P
include 0 (black), 0.25 (violet), 0.50 (blue), 0.75 (light blue), 1.25 (green), 2.5 (yellow), 5.0 (orange), 7.5
(red), and 10 mM (pink). (b) Titration curve of Ala116, change in chemical shift plotted against the
concentration of D-G3P. (c) Titration curve of Ala103. The Ala103 resonance in indole-bound  αTS  has  
a 1H chemical shift of 10.81 ppm and a 15N chemical shift of 128.65 ppm, so it is not located on the
portion of the spectrum depicted in (a).

In the presence of 10 mM D-G3P large chemical shift changes were observed in
the Ala9, Ala86, Ala116, Ala149, Ala189, and Ala254 resonances (Fig. 2.7a). Small
chemical shift changes were observed in the Ala47, Ala67, Ala79, Ala143, Ala223, and
Ala253 resonances. Additionally, three previously unobserved resonances were revealed
(Ala137, Ala180, and Ala185) suggesting   a   change   in   the   dynamics   of   αTS   in   the  
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presence of D-G3P. The  β6α6  loop  is  known  to  interact  with  the  phosphate  moiety  of  DG3P42, which explains the change in chemical shift of the Ala189 resonance, as well as
the change in the dynamics of Ala180 and Ala185 indicated by the appearance of their
associated resonances on the D-G3P-bound spectrum. Ala223, Ala253, and Ala254 are
located   near   the   β6α6   loop,   which   may   explain   the chemical shift changes to these
resonances in response to D-G3P-binding. Additionally, the   β2α2   loop   is   known   to  
interact with  the  β6α6  loop,  and  Ala67  is  closer  to  the  interface  than  the  other  β2α2  loop  
residues with observable resonances. The Ala67 resonance may respond to the presence
of   G3P   because   the   β6α6   loop   is   providing   a   communication   pathway and in turn,
providing a pathway to communicate with nearby Ala79 and Ala86. Ala9 and Ala43 are
located near to one another, but not to the other Ala resonances displaying chemical shift
changes. There may be a communication pathway out to these two residues that does not
contain any additional Ala residues. Further investigation to elucidate all the residues
involved in this communication pathway will be required to properly explain this result.
The appearance of the Ala137 resonance is particularly interesting as it is a
surface-exposed residue, located quite far from the active site ( >10 Å away).
Additionally, the Ala116 resonance experienced substantial chemical shift changes in
response to G3P binding and is also a surface-exposed residue near to Ala137. There is a
potential  communication  pathway  from  the  phosphate  moiety  to  the  β6α6  loop  to  Ala149  
to Ala143 to Ala137 and Ala116.
After the addition of 10 mM indole, large changes in chemical shift were
observed in the Ala67, Ala79, Ala223, Ala229, and Ala231 resonances (Fig. 2.7b). Small
chemical shift changes were observed in the Ala18, Ala86, Ala198, Ala206, Ala226, and
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Ala228 resonances. Additionally, two previously unobserved resonances were revealed,
one of the resonances associated with Ala59 and the Ala158 resonance. The intensity of
the resonance for Ala149 also decreased substantially. This finding suggests a change in
the  dynamics  of  αTS in the presence of indole. Ala59, along with Ala67, is located in the
β2α2   loop, which is known to interact with the indole moiety of IGP. Additionally,
Ala79 and Ala86 are located near this loop, explaining the effects of indole-binding on
their   resonances.      As   previously   mentioned   the   β2α2   and   β6α6   loops   interact   with   one  
another, providing a potential communication pathway to Ala18, Ala198, Ala223,
Ala226,  Ala228,  Ala229,  and  Ala231.    These  residues  are  not  located  on  the  β6α6  loop,  
but on secondary structures near this loop and to one another. Communication may be
proceeding through non-Ala residues in the loop, explaining the absence of chemical shift
changes  to  the  resonances  of  the  β6α6  loop  Ala  resonances.    Both Ala149 and Ala158 are
located near the indole-binding pit, and Ala206 is located near these two residues,
potentially explaining the effects of indole-binding on these resonances.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.7 Comparison of
15
N-Ala HSQC spectra in
the absence of ligand
(black) and (a) in the
presence of 10 mM D-G3P
(blue) and (b) in the
presence of 10 mM indole
(green). Combined 1H and
15
N
chemical
shift
differences
between
ligand-free   αTS   and   αTS  
bound with ligand were
calculated using Δδ =
((ΔδH2) + (0.2ΔδN)2)1/2 and
then plotted onto the
structure   of   αTS.      Red
spheres indicate   Δδ   <   0.1  
ppm,   Δδ   =   0.05–0.1 ppm
are in yellow, resonances
showing a substantial
decrease in intensity (or
were missing) are in
magenta. PDB 1K3U.
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2.4.3 Amino acid substitutions alter the conformational equilibrium  of  αTS
The projection analysis is only valid when exchange between the free and boundlike protein conformations is fast on the NMR timescale. As previously discussed, when
undergoing fast exchange, the transition between the two conformational states is
occurring rapidly compared to the timescale of chemical shift evolution and the
resonance appears as a single peak, located at the population weighted average chemical
shift of the two states. This appears  to  be  the  case  for  αTS.    Each  residue  has  only  one  
observable resonance, including when D-G3P or indole is titrated in. Also, based on
comparison between ligand-free and saturating conditions with D-G3P,  there  is  an  ‘open’  
and  ‘G3P-bound’  state  with  clearly  defined  chemical  shifts  for  many  of  the  resonances.    
During the D-G3P titration, the chemical shifts change to the appropriate, conformational
weighted average between these two states, based on the amount of D-G3P that has been
added. CHESPA was performed by comparing the chemical shifts derived from the 16
Ala-to-Gly variants (vector A) to those from G3P- and indole-binding (vector B).43 Only
resonances in which vector B had sufficient magnitude (|B| > 0.05 ppm) were used to
identify chemical shift markers. Similar to the initial mutational studies (Section 2.4.1)
chemical shift markers for both G3P- and indole-binding included resonances associated
with Ala residues distant from their respective binding pockets. This evidence suggests
that long-range networks may be involved in the binding process and that binding of
either ligand (D-G3P and/or indole) results in global structural and/or dynamic changes to
αTS.
From the 16 protein variants tested, eight amino acid substitutions were identified
that appeared to shift the conformational equilibrium towards the G3P bound-like state
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(A59G, A71G, A73G, A158G, A180G, A185G, A216G, and A253G), and two (A137G
and A189G) that appeared to shift the free and indole bound-like conformational
equilibrium (as  demonstrated  by  most  of  the  chemical   shift   markers  having   |cos  θ| ~ 1)
(Fig. 2.8). In some cases chemical shift markers for the various protein variants resulted
in |cos   θ| < 0.7, indicating that the mutation-induced chemical shift vector was
substantially different from that of the ligand-induced chemical shift vector. These low
|cos  θ|  values  may  result  if  more than two conformations are in equilibria or if the residue
change leads to structural distortions not fully modeled by a change in the conformational
equilibrium (e.g., if the amino acid substitution is near the chemical shift marker leading
to proximity effects).

Many of the fractional shifts are also quite low (|X| < 0.1),

indicating that the corresponding amino acid substitutions only result in very small
changes to the protein conformational equilibrium.
CHESPA results suggest that long-range, allosteric interactions play a role in
binding  events.    The  resonances  for  Ala180  and  Ala185  (in  the  β6α6  loop)  only  appear  in  
the presence of D-G3P, consistent with a change in the conformational dynamics of the
loop due to the interaction between Gly184 and the phosphate group of D-G3P.
However, amino  acid  substitutions  on  both  the  β2α2  (i.e. A59G, A71G, and A73G) and
β6α6   (i.e. A180G and A185G) loops shift the conformational equilibrium towards the
G3P-bound-like state. This finding is particularly interesting given that only   the   β6α6  
loop is predicted to interact with G3P.42 Conversely, amino acid substitutions in the
indole-binding pocket, like those at Ala59, can affect the conformational equilibrium of
G3P-binding. Further evidence of this is seen in other resonances, such as Ala137 and
Ala158. The Ala137 resonance is only observable in the presence of D-G3P, suggesting
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a structural and/or dynamic change to Ala137 in response to D-G3P-binding. However,
the A137G substitution results in a shift in the conformational equilibrium towards the
indole-bound state. Similarly, the Ala158 resonance is only observable in the presence of
indole, suggesting a structural and/or dynamic change in response to indole-binding. The
A158G substitution shifts the conformational equilibrium towards the G3P-bound state.
These results strongly suggest that the G3P- and indole-binding pockets are allosterically
coupled and may be connected by long-range amino acid networks.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.8 (a&b) CHESPA identifies Ala-to-Gly   variants   that   stabilize   the   αTS   conformation   important   for  
binding  G3P.    Example  X  and  cosθ  values  from  A59G  and  A158G substitutions, |cos  θ~1|  suggest  that  these  amino  
acid substitutions stabilize the enzyme conformation important for G3P binding. (c&d) CHESPA identifies Alato-Gly  variants  that  stabilize  the  αTS  conformation  important  for  binding  indole.    Example  X  and  cosθ  values  for  
A137G and A189G variants compared to indole binding, |cos  θ~1|  suggest that these amino acid substitutions alter
the conformational equilibrium between free and indole-bound(-like)   conformations   of   αTS.      In   the   case   of   the  
A189G variant, the amino acid substitution shifts the conformational equilibrium towards the free state.
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2.4.4 There are   at   least   three   conformational   states   important   to   αTS   catalytic  
function
In addition to information on the chemical equilibrium provided by the various
Ala-to-Gly variants, CHESPA was used to identify structural changes and long-range
interactions   in   αTS   during catalysis.

A unique property of the chemical reaction

catalyzed by αTS   is   that   the reverse reaction, the formation of IGP, is actually
thermodynamically favored (Keq = [indole][D-G3P]/[IGP]~0.44 mM)48. As such, when
performing NMR experiments in the presence of both ligands (10 mM indole and 10 mM
D-G3P), the reaction should proceed to produce IGP and reach chemical equilibrium with
[IGP] ~ 8.1 mM and [indole] = [D-G3P] ~ 1.9 mM (approximately a 4:1 ratio), given the
concentration   of   αTS   and   time   taken   to   prepare   the   NMR   sample.      Indeed,   when   both  
indole and D-G3P   are   added   to   αTS,   the   NMR  spectrum   is   substantially   different   from  
when indole or D-G3P is added alone, including chemical shift differences to resonances
associated with Ala in and around the indole- and G3P-binding pockets. Interestingly,
there are two resonances associated with Ala59, which reports on the chemical
environment around the catalytic residue Asp60 and the indole-binding pit. Ala59 is also
one of the residues involved
with  

the  

β2α2  

structural

loop

rearrangement,

when indole and D-G3P are
both

added

When
intensities

(Fig.

2.9).

comparing

the

of

these

two

Figure 2.9 Ala59 resonances
during the D-G3P titration in
the presence of 10 mM indole.
D-G3P concentrations included
0 (black), 0.25 (violet), 0.50
(blue), 0.75 (light blue), 1.25
(green), 2.5 (yellow), 5.0
(orange), 7.5 (red), and 10
(pink) mM.
The E:DG3P:indole Ala59 resonance is
observable after the addition of
10 mM indole alone and the
E:IGP resonance is observable
after the addition of 10 mM
indole and 2.5 mM D-G3P.
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peaks in the presence of both indole and D-G3P, there is an 80:20 (4:1) ratio. This ratio
is what we would expect to see between IGP-bound (E:IGP) and D-G3P-indole-bound
(E:D-G3P:indole) enzyme, and the two Ala59 resonances were assigned as such. Based
on these results, it has been determined that after the addition of both indole and D-G3P,
αTS  is  undergoing  active  turnover,  thus,  the  G3P-indole-bound state has been termed the
working state and the free state has been termed the resting state. These designations are
analogous to previous studies on cyclophilin A and adenylate kinase from the Kern
laboratory.49-51
In addition to the earlier CHESPA experiments, used to identify which variants
shift the conformational equilibrium towards either the D-G3P-bound or indole-bound
state, CHESPA was utilized to determine if either ligand (D-G3P and indole) shifted the
conformation equilibrium towards the working state. In this case, vector A represents the
chemical shift change induced by a single ligand and vector B represents the change
induced when transitioning into the working state. The results showed that the addition
of 10 mM indole resulted in a |cos θ|  ~ 1 for most resonances (and a fractional shift, X,
greater than 0.2), indicating that the addition of indole did indeed shift the conformational
equilibrium   of   αTS   towards   its catalytically active state. However, the addition of 10
mM D-G3P did not lead to a consistent value of |cos θ|  ~ l indicating that the addition of
D-G3P was not shifting the conformation equilibrium toward the working state instead, it
was shifting towards a third, previously unknown, conformation now identified as the
‘G3P-bound-like’  state.
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Figure 2.10 After the addition of 10 mM indole and 10 mM D-G3P (concentrations used for NMR
experimentation), E. coli αTS   is   actively   turning   over   substrate/product   and   reaches   chemical  
equilibrium. (a) Comparison of 15N-Ala HSQC between WT (black) and A59G (red)   αTS   in   the  
presence of both indole (10 mM) and D-G3P (10 mM). Under these conditions, chemical equilibrium
Keq = [IGP]/[indole][D-G3P] = 0.44 mM should give an ~80 to 20 ratio of E:IGP to E:indole:D-G3P.
In the presence of both indole and D-G3P, two resonances appear that are associated with Ala59. The
intensity ratio of these two resonances is ~80:20, suggesting that Ala59 is reporting on the chemical
equilibrium between substrate and products on the enzyme. (b&c) Combined 1H and 15N chemical shift
differences, calculated using Δδ = ((ΔδH2) + (0.2ΔδN)2)1/2, between  αTS  during  catalysis  and  bound  with
indole (b) and D-G3P (c) plotted onto the structure  of  αTS  (PDB 1K3U). Δδ > 0.1 ppm are indicated in
red,   and   Δδ = 0.05–0.1 ppm are indicated in yellow. (d&e) CHESPA comparing the chemical shift
changes induced by the presence of indole (d) and D-G3P (e) to those induced by the presence of both
indole and D-G3P, during catalytic turnover. In these cases, vector A represents the chemical shift
change induced by the presence of a single ligand and vector B represents the chemical shift change
induced by adding both ligands (see also Fig. 2.3a&b).

2.4.5 Long-range  networks  differ  between  the  free  and  active  states  of  αTS
Further analysis shows the chemical shifts of the resonances reporting on the
phosphate-binding pocket (Ala189 and Ala236) change as a result of the A67G, A71G,
and A79G substitutions. Conversely, the A216G substitution near the phosphate-binding
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pocket (Gly213 and Ile214 are known to make hydrogen bond interactions with the
phosphate moiety in IGP or its analogues) results in chemical shift changes to resonances
associated   with   the   β2α2   loop   (Ala73   and   Ala74   resonances).42 This finding suggests
that  the  β2α2  loop  and  the  nearby  α2  helix  are  structurally  and/or  dynamically  coupled  to  
residues in the phosphate-binding pocket, which might be important in the coordination
of ligand binding and catalysis. These results prompted a more rigorous investigation to
further identify amino acid correlations, and so a modified version of CHESCA was
applied.
A total of 10 datasets were used for this analysis, resting and working state
spectra for WT and four variants (A59G, A158G, A180G, and A185G). These variants
were selected as they shifted the conformational equilibrium towards a bound-like state
and were distant from the other probes, so as to prevent complications due to proximity
effects.
First, the chemical shift changes induced by the individual Ala-to-Gly
substitutions on the working state spectrum will be described. A description of the results
from the CHESCA method will follow.
A59G – The A59G substitution (Fig. 2.11a) showed many substantial changes in the
working state spectrum. The most significant changes were observed in the Ala67,
Ala71, Ala79, Ala86, Ala129, Ala142, and Ala231 resonances. Small changes were also
observed in the Ala9, Ala18, Ala73, Ala189, Ala190, Ala198, Ala206, Ala222, Ala228,
Ala229, and Ala236 resonances. The  changes  in  the  β2α2  loop   resonances  (i.e.   Ala67,  
Ala71, Ala73, and Ala74), Ala79, Ala86, and Ala129 can all be explained by proximity
to the site of the substitution. Additionally,  the  changes  in  the  β6α6  loop  resonances  (i.e.  
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Ala189 and Ala190) can be   explained   by   the   interactions   between   the   β2α2   and   β6α6  
loops,  especially  in  the  ‘closed’  conformation  or   working state. Finally, the changes in
Ala9, Ala18, Ala198, Ala222, Ala228, Ala229, Ala231, and Ala236 resonances can be
explained by the proximity to   the   β6α6   loop,   which   may   be   providing   a   pathway   of  
communication   across   the   enzyme,   from   β2α2   to   β6α6   loop   to   neighboring   residues.    
This leaves Ala142 and Ala206 with no obvious Ala-mediated communication pathway
to the site of the substitution, suggesting that other amino acid types are likely involved in
the communication and the secondary structure involved may be devoid of any Ala
probes, limiting the amount of information that can be obtained using this method.
A158G – The working state spectrum of the A158G substitution (Fig. 2.11b) showed
substantial changes in the resonances associated with Ala79, Ala167, Ala189, and
Ala205. Additionally, small changes were observed in the resonances associated with
Ala143, Ala190, Ala198, Ala206, Ala228, Ala229, and Ala254. Changes in the Ala143,
Ala167, Ala198, Ala205, Ala206, Ala228, and Ala229 resonances can be explained by
proximity to the site of the substitution. Additionally, Ala198 is in close proximity to the
β6α6   loop,   explaining   the changes to Ala189 and Ala190. Distal from the A158G
substitution site are Ala79 ( >10 Å away) and Ala254 ( >15 Å away). There is no
obvious network connecting these resonances to the others affected, so they may not
contain any Ala residues and may contain secondary structures devoid of Ala.
A180G – The A180G substitution (Fig. 2.11c) resulted in substantial changes to the
Ala67, Ala79, Ala129, Ala223, and Ala231 resonances in the working state spectrum,
along with small changes to the Ala18, Ala43, Ala47, Ala143, Ala185, Ala190, Ala198,
Ala226, Ala228, and Ala236 resonances. The vast majority of these changes can be
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explained   by   proximity   to   either   of   the   two   interacting   loops,   the   β2α2   and   β6α6   loop.    
Again, Ala143 does not have an obvious pathway to explain the changes to this
resonance, suggesting that no additional Ala residues are involved in this portion of the
pathway.
A185G – The working state spectrum of the A185G substitution (Fig. 2.11d) resulted in
substantial changes to the Ala180, Ala190, and Ala228 resonances. Small changes were
also observed to the Ala9, Ala189, and Ala254 resonances. All of these changes can be
explained   by   proximity   to   the   site   of   the   substitution   or   the   β6α6   loop   containing   the  
substitution. It is also interesting to note that the substitutions described above show
substantially more changes to the spectra in the working state than in the resting state.
This finding suggests that the communication pathways may differ between the two
states, affecting how many residues and   which   residues   ‘feel’   the   effect   of   the  
perturbations.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.11 Site-directed mutagenesis used to complete the resonance assignments for E. coli αTS  in  the  
presence of both indole and D-G3P. On the left, 1H-15N Ala HSQC in the presence of both indole and DG3P, NMR spectra of Ala-to-Gly variants  (in  color)  were  compared  to  WT  (in  black)  αTS.    The  variant  is  
indicated in the top left hand corner of each spectra. In the middle, the combined 1H and 15N chemical
shift differences between WT and variant spectra  were  calculated  using  Δδ  =  ((ΔδH2) + (0.2ΔδN)2)1/2. On
the  right,  spheres  indicate  the  location  of  the  Ala  residues  in  the  αTS  structure  (PDB  1K3U). Sites of the
Ala-to-Gly   substitution   are   shown   in   blue,   Δδ      >   0.1   ppm   are   in   red,   and   Δδ   =   0.05   – 0.1 ppm are in
yellow.
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The modified CHESCA approach showed that the allosteric networks   in   αTS  
varied substantially between the resting and working states (Fig 2.12). Resonances that
appear to be correlated in the resting state no longer showed correlations when
transitioning to the working state, and vice-versa. The chemical shift correlation matrix
is largely consistent with the visual inspection of the spectra for the protein variants in
identifying long-range  interactions  in  αTS.    

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.12 CHESCA identifies different allosteric networks in ligand-free
αTS  and   when  αTS  is  actively   undergoing  catalysis.    (a)  The  chemical shift
correlation matrix identifies resonances whose chemical shift changes linearly
correlate with |r| > 0.95, in the absence of ligands (highlighted as blue boxes)
due to perturbations induced by amino acid substitutions (i.e., WT versus
A59G, A158G, A180G, and A185G variants). (b) The chemical shift
correlation matrix identifies resonances whose chemical shift changes linearly
correlate with |r| > 0.95 under active turnover conditions, (highlighted as pink
boxes) due to perturbations induced by amino acid
substitutions (i.e., WT versus A59G, A158G, A180G,
and A185G variants). (c) The chemical shift correlation
matrices shown to differ substantially in the absence of
ligands and during catalysis, |r| > 0.95 in the in the
absence of ligands in blue, |r| > 0.95 during catalysis in
pink, and |r| > 0.95 for both in purple.

(c)
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For example, the A79G substitution led to a substantial decrease in the resonance
intensity for the Ala129 resonance, but not for the Ala229 resonance (Fig. 2.13a). The
decrease in resonance intensity for Ala129 is indicative of a change in the protein
dynamics in the region around Ala129, suggesting that changes at the Ala79 position
induce dynamic changes around Ala129. The strong linear correlation between the
chemical shifts for Ala79 and Ala129 (Fig. 2.13b) further indicates that these residues
belong to the same allosteric network, whereas the lack of linear correlation for Ala79
and Ala229 indicates that they are not structurally/dynamically coupled, at least in the
absence of ligand (Fig. 2.13c). However, in the active state (Fig. 2.13d-f) there is a
strong correlation seen between Ala79 and Ala229 and a lack of correlation between
Ala79 and Ala129. The chemical shift correlation matrix provides further evidence that
the   β2α2   loop   is   structurally/dynamically   coupled   to   the   β6α6   loop   and   the phosphatebinding pocket. The chemical shift changes between Ala67 and Ala189 (∣r∣ > 0.99),
between Ala73 and Ala189 (∣r∣ > 0.97), and between Ala73 and Ala231 (∣r∣ > 0.97) have
strong linear correlations. However, some of the linear correlations involving these
regions are weaker (between Ala67 and Ala231, ∣r∣ = 0.76; between Ala67 and Ala236,
∣r∣ = 0.43; between Ala71 and Ala189, ∣r∣ = 0.68). Weaker linear correlations may occur
due to limited chemical shift variations. It was recommended that for analysis, the
maximum chemical shift changes for

15

N  (ΔνN,max) and 1H  (ΔνH,max) should be 5 and 10

Hz, respectively, which was not taken into account due to the already limited chemical
shift information.44 The analysis may also be missing critical information regarding other
types of amino  acid  residues  involved  in  allosteric  network(s)  in  αTS.
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure 2.13 CHESCA identifies different allosteric networks in αTS in the absence of ligands and
when  αTS  is  actively  undergoing catalysis. (a) Comparison of 15N-Ala HSQC between WT (black)
and A79G variant (blue) in the absence of ligands. The resonances for Ala79, Ala129, and Ala229
are labeled. (b&c) Chemical shift correlations between Ala79 and Ala129 and between Ala79 and
Ala229 resonances, derived from chemical shift datasets  from  WT  αTS  and the A59G, A180G, and
A185G variants. The combined 1H, 15N chemical shifts were calculated using δNH,comb = δH + 0.2δN,
where  δH and  δN are the chemical shifts for the 1H and 15N dimensions, respectively. (d) Comparison
of 15N-Ala HSQC between WT (black) and A79G variant (pink) in the presence of D-G3P. Again,
the resonances for Ala79, Ala129, and Ala229 are labeled. (e&f) Chemical shift correlations between
Ala79 and Ala129, and between Ala79 and Ala229 resonances, in the presence of both indole and DG3P (i.e., under active catalytic turnover conditions).
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2.4.6 Internal  motions  in  αTS  change  during  catalytic  turnover
There are many indicators that a  change  in  the  conformational  dynamics  of  αTS  
accompanies ligand binding and/or catalysis.

For example, there are noticeable

differences in the chemical shift correlation matrices for the resting and working states.
Additionally, the appearance and/or disappearance of resonances as a function of D-G3P
or indole binding are indicative of a change in the dynamics. To further investigate these
protein fluctuations across multiple timescales the results of several NMR techniques
were analyzed. These experiments include steady-state 1H–15N heteronuclear Overhauser
effects (hetNOEs), longitudinal and transverse (R1 and R2, respectively) relaxation rates,
and Rex (the contribution to R2 due to conformational exchange) in the presence and
absence of indole and/or D-G3P (Fig. 2.14, 2.15, and 2.16). In the absence of full
resonance assignments, the R1/ R2 relaxation rates and 1H–15N hetNOEs give a qualitative
indication of the extent of faster picosecond-to-nanosecond timescale dynamics (e.g., 1H–
15

N hetNOE generally correlates with the order parameter S2), and Rex ( > 5 s−1) indicates

the extent of slower microsecond-to-millisecond timescale dynamics.

Ligand

binding/release and catalysis occur on the microsecond-to-millisecond  timescale  for  αTS,  
so information on this timescale will be especially valuable.16,48,52 Not surprisingly, the
1

H–15N hetNOE results indicate that there are conformational motions on the picosecond-

to-nanosecond timescale in the dynamic β2α2   (e.g.,   Ala67)   and   β6α6   (e.g.,   Ala185,  
Ala189, and Ala190) loops. These values are very similar in the absence and presence of
indole and/or D-G3P, suggesting that motions on the picosecond-to-nanosecond
timescale are rather independent of ligand binding and independent of catalytic events
that are occurring on a slower timescale (Fig. 2.14). Molecular dynamics simulations
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have previously suggested that   the   β2α2   and   β6α6   loops   access   multiple   distinct  
conformational minima on the picosecond-to-nanosecond timescale whether in the
presence or absence of ligand, which is in agreement with the experimental results.53
Slower microsecond-millisecond timescale dynamics appear to be very ligand dependent,
as evidenced by the differences in Rex values in the absence and presence of indole and/or
D-G3P. For example, the largest Rex values  in  the  β6α6  loop  (Ala180,  Ala185,  Ala189,  
and Ala190) are observed in the presence of indole, but these values substantially
decrease after the binding of D-G3P. This finding is perhaps not surprising considering
that   residues   within   the   β6α6   loop   are   predicted   to   interact   with   D-G3P. Additionally,
two of the resonances (Ala180 and Ala185) are only observable in the presence of DG3P. During active catalytic turnover (in the presence of indole and D-G3P), most Rex
values   approach   zero,   including   those   in   the   β2α2   loop,   suggesting   that   the   enzyme   is  
becoming less flexible on the millisecond timescale.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.14 Longitudinal R1 (a) and transverse R2
(b) relaxation rates, and steady-state 1H–15N
hetNOEs (c) determined  for  αTS in the absence of
ligands, and in the presence of indole, D-G3P, and
both indole and D-G3P. Note that when both
indole and D-G3P are present, NMR
measurements are being made under active
catalytic turnover conditions. Errors in R1 and R2
values are estimated to be 5-10% and errors in
hetNOEs are estimated to be ~10%. Note that R2
values reported here are actually R2,0 values (R2
values in the absence of millisecond timescale
conformational exchange) were estimated at the
highest 180° pulsing rate using the CPMG
sequence. Low R2,0 values, particularly in the
β6α6  loop  during  active  catalytic  turnover,  may  be  
indicative of faster picosecond-to-nanosecond
timescale motions.

2.5 Discussion
Extensive coordination   between   the   active   sites   of   the   α- and   β-subunits is
required for proper function of TS.20

Structural rearrangements are the key to

intersubunit communication and allosteric regulation, and may be modulated by longrange  correlations  between  amino  acids.    In  αTS,  the  dynamic  β2α2  and  β6α6  loops  are  
responsible for the conformational changes important for binding events, catalysis,
substrate   channeling,   and   communication   with   βTS.20

As such, a deepened

understanding of the long-range   networks   in   αTS alone can give insight into
conformational changes and allosteric communication important for the catalytic cycle
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and potentially intersubunit communication. It is important to note that although TS from
S. typhimurium is more commonly studied, partial NMR assignments had previously
been completed for the E. coli αTS   (~80%   of   the   backbone   resonances)   and   so   it   was  
chosen for further NMR studies.41 The  αTS  amino acid sequences from the two bacteria
are ~85% identical (and ~93% similar), therefore conclusions drawn from study of the E.
coli enzyme are likely applicable to the S. typhimurium enzyme.
Within   αTS   alone,   three   different   conformations (at least) were identified; free,
G3P-bound(-like), and active. These three states provide evidence for the strict binding
order of G3P first and then indole revealed in previous studies of the kinetic mechanism
(in the reverse reaction).52 The G3P-bound state likely has a higher affinity for indole,
and  binding  of  indole  thus  drives  αTS  into  the  active  state.    This finding may also explain
why the binding of indole alone (in the absence of D-G3P) shifts the conformational
equilibrium towards the active state (Fig. 2.15).
Figure 2.15 Three-state
conformational equilibrium
of αTS.      The   ‘open’   state  
(blue) is favored in the
absence of ligands and the
‘closed’   state   (green)   is  
favored in the presence of
ligands
(IGP
or
G3P+indole), and is the
catalytically active form.
Additionally, there is a third
conformation,   the   ‘G3Pbound-like’   state   (purple).    
This
conformation
is
favored in the presence of
G3P alone.

The three states also provide a further understanding of the functional features of
αTS   as   well   as   potential   methods   of   communication   with   βTS. The G3P-bound(-like)
state may play  a  role  in  coordinating  the  channeling  of  indole  to  βTS, as the resonances
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associated with residues   around   the   α-β   binding   interface   show chemical shift changes
upon G3P binding. Additionally, there are long-range chemical shift perturbations and
changes to the microsecond-to-millisecond timescale dynamics (measured by Rex) in
regions distant from the predicted binding pocket of D-G3P,   especially   on   the   outer   αhelices (such as Ala86  on  the  α2  helix,  Ala116  on  the  α3  helix,  Ala137  and  Ala143  on  the  
α4   helix)   that   pack   against β-strands 2–5, comprising the indole-binding pocket.
Structural and/or dynamic changes are also observed for  Ala  on  the  β-strands themselves
(Ala103 and Ala129). The changes induced by G3P-binding acts to prepare the indolebinding pocket and surrounding regions for binding and catalysis. This ‘breathing’ may
be similar to internal fluctuations in other enzymes predicted to be important for
substrate/product binding.34
Long-range chemical shift changes induced by amino acid substitutions in and
around the indole- and G3P-binding pockets further indicate that the two binding pockets
are allosterically coupled. As with G3P-binding inducing changes to indole-binding
regions, indole-binding induces structural and/or dynamic changes to Ala residues in
regions important for G3P-binding.

This finding is noticeable when comparing

microsecond-to-millisecond  timescale  dynamics  in  the  β6α6  loop  (known  to  play  a  role  in  
G3P-binding) with and without the presence of indole. The change in these dynamics
may be important for sampling conformations necessary for G3P binding. As evidenced
by the structural rearrangements in the phosphate binding pocket due to the Ala-to Gly
substitutions made over 12 Å away  in  the  extended  β2α2  loop  (A59G  and  A67G), there
are likely long-range communication pathways connecting the active-site loops to the
substrate/product binding pockets.

Additionally, changes in the phosphate-binding
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pocket perturb the   β2α2   loop   and   the   α2   helix, and correlations between these two
regions are revealed using CHESCA. Long-range networks may assist the enzyme in
positioning critically important amino acid residues within the catalytically active state.
As previously mentioned, CHESCA is a valuable NMR tool.43 The amino acid
correlation matrices developed using the results of this method showed large differences
between the free and active enzymatic states indicating different allosteric networks
between the states. This finding is likely indicative of the different functions associated
with each state. Ala47 and Ala59 (reporting on catalytic residues Glu49 and Asp60,
respectively) showed structural adjustments in regions surrounding these residues,
perhaps poising them for catalysis. Ala59 has two observable resonances in the active
state, indicating the two bound states (E:IGP and E:G3P:indole).

Additionally, the

resonance associated with Ala47, and to a lesser extent those of Ala43 and Ala45,
experience a change in chemical shift between the G3P-bound and active state. These
changes may be reporting on the equilibrium of the two conformations of the Glu49
sidechain, previously described crystallographically.23,24 However, only one of these
conformations is capable of catalysis. Additionally, correlations are seen between Ala47
and   resonances   associated   with   the   β2α2   loop   (which   contains   Asp60)   suggesting   that  
these two regions, and likely the catalytic residues, are allosterically coupled during
active catalytic turnover.
Recent results indicate that there are long-range interactions (potentially through
an extended series of hydrogen bonds) that connect the phosphate-binding pocket to
regions bearing catalytically important amino acid residues, even in the absence of
ligands, which is consistent with studies on structurally similar enzymes.54-60 It has been
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shown that catalysis can be disturbed in other   (β/α)8-barrel enzymes (e.g., triose
phosphate

isomerase,

glycerol-3-phosphate

dehydrogenase,

and

orotidine

5ʹ-

monophosphate decarboxylase) with both changes to the substrate phosphate group
and/or amino acid substitutions in the phosphate-binding pocket (or even remote regions),
which likely alter the phosphate binding energy used to drive the formation of the active
conformation.54-60
Results show that fluctuations experienced by residues in or near the G3P- and
indole-binding pockets (particularly the  Ala  in  the  β2α2  and  β6α6  loops)  may  be  driven  
to a faster timescale during catalytic turnover. The changes in protein dynamics on the
different timescales may report   on   the   allosteric   network   coordination   within   αTS.      As  
expected, in the active state, nearly all Rex terms are negligible, including for Ala residues
around the indole- and G3P-binding  pockets,  suggesting  that  αTS  is  no  longer  fluctuating  
between  multiple  conformational  states  and  is  instead  ‘locked’  into  its  catalytically  active  
state (on the millisecond-to-microsecond timescale only). However, the loss of the Rex
terms is accompanied by substantial decreases in the R2,0 values (R2 in the absence of
microsecond-to-millisecond conformational exchange) for many of these same residues
(Fig. 2.16).
Many of the Ala that show microsecond-to-millisecond timescale dynamics
(identified by resonances with substantial Rex values and/or exchange broadened peaks)
are in secondary structural   elements   known   to   interact   with   βTS (when in the full TS
complex), including the dynamic β2α2  and  β6α6  loops. Regions important for βTS in the
full TS complex also include the  β3  strand  from  αTS  (αAsn104 – βGln288 / βGly292  and
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.16 Structural dynamics of E. coli αTS  across  multiple  timescales.    (a)  The  steady-state 1H–
15
N hetNOE is used to monitor protein flexibility on the picosecond-to-nanosecond timescale, the
lower  the  value  the  more  flexible  the  region.    Values  for  the  Ala  resonances  are  plotted  onto  the  αTS
structure (PDB 1K3U) and colored-coded according to: < 0.60 (red), 0.60–0.78 (yellow), > 0.78
(grey). The 1H-15N hetNOE values appear to be independent of the ligands involved: free (far left),
indole, D-G3P, and both indole and D-G3P (far right). (b) Rex monitors the contribution to the
transverse relaxation rate constant (R2) due to conformational exchange on the microsecond-tomillisecond timescale. The Rex values  for  the  Ala  resonances  are  plotted  onto  the  αTS  structure  (PDB
1K3U) and color-coded according to: Rex < 5 s−1 (red), Rex = 3–5 s−1 (yellow), Rex < 3 s−1 (grey). There
were substantial changes in the microsecond-to-millisecond timescale dynamics based on the ligandbound   state   of   αTS. (c) Estimated R2,0 values, R2 values in the absence of millisecond timescale
conformational  exchange,  are  also  plotted  onto  the  αTS  structure  and  color-coded according to: R2,0 <
10 s−1 (blue), R2,0 > 18 s−1 (red), 10–18 s−1 (grey). It should be noted that low R2,0 values may also be
indicative of faster picosecond-to-nanosecond timescale motions. All measurements were obtained
using a 1H 600-MHz spectrometer.

αAsn108 – βArg275 / βAla290),  which  is  reported  on  by  Ala103,  and  the  β4α4  loop  (i.e.,  
αGlu135 – βTyr8),  which  is  reported  on  by  Ala129  and  Ala137.    Interestingly,  many  of  
the resonances associated with these Ala (i.e. Ala137, Ala158, Ala180, and Ala185) are
not observed in the absence of ligands. Just   as   binding   αTS   with   G3P   and   indole  
revealed these resonances, so may association with the   β-subunit.      Binding   with   βTS
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could help to modulate the conformational dynamics in these regions and stabilize the
fluctuating conformations to affect substrate/product binding and/or catalysis.
Additionally, these resonances show changes in chemical shift and/or Rex values when in
the presence of D-G3P or indole, and/or while undergoing catalytic turnover.

2.6 Conclusions
Carefully coordinated structural/dynamic events are required for the successful
channeling of   indole   between   the   α- and   β-subunits of TS.20

Investigations of the

dynamics   of   αTS   alone   (in   the   absence   of   βTS)   have   elucidated long-range
communication pathways that are likely important for coordinating substrate binding,
chemical  catalysis,  and  product  release.    The  addition  of  βTS  to  form  the  full  TS  complex  
likely   modulates   these   intrinsic   structural   dynamics   with   αTS   to   further coordinate
enzyme catalysis with indole channeling.

Thus, allosteric pathways, which are

modulated by the ligand-bound   state   of   αTS,   begin   from   the   βTS   binding   surface   and  
spread   throughout   the   αTS   structure   to   regulate   and   coordinate   TS   structure, dynamics,
and function.
It was noted that some communication pathways were not fully elucidated with
the use of Ala probes alone. Further investigations of this long-range communication
within  αTS  itself  can  be  performed  using  full   15N backbone labeling. This will fill in the
‘gaps’   left   by   only   using   the   Ala   probes   in   the   preliminary   study, and will provide a
means to study catalytically important residues, such as Glu49, directly.
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Chapter 3
Amino  acid  networks  in  a  (β/α)8-barrel enzyme
change during catalytic turnover.
The majority of the following research was published in:
Axe, J.M., Yezdimer,   E.M.,   O’Rourke,   K.F.,   Kerstetter, N.E., You, W., Chang C.A., and Boehr, D.D.
(2015). Amino  acid  networks  in  a   (β/α)8 barrel enzyme change during catalytic turnover. J. Am. Chem.
Soc. 136, 6818-6821.1
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3.1 Abstract
We propose that amino acid networks play important roles in enzyme catalysis.
These networks can extend from the active site all the way to the exterior of the protein.
Perturbations to solvent-exposed residues, distant from the active site, are therefore
capable of disrupting catalysis. A recently developed NMR technique, the chemical shift
covariance analysis, was   used   to   identify   amino   acid   networks   within   the   α-subunit of
tryptophan  synthase  (αTS).    Results show that there are two main clusters of amino acids
that form networks   in   αTS   and   that   these   networks   differ   between   the   resting and
working states of the enzyme. Additionally, the catalytic residue Glu49 switches clusters
when transitioning to the working state. Further analysis of Glu49 revealed that it is
weakly correlated to many different residues in the ligand-free, resting state, but in the
ligand-bound, working state Glu49 has fewer, but stronger correlations. These results
were verified with additional amino acid substitutions, kinetic analyses, and further NMR
experimentation, and provide evidence for the importance of these networks in allosteric
communication, coordinating structural changes, and catalysis.

3.2 Introduction
Proteins can be viewed as networks of noncovalent interactions, and these
networks aid in ligand-binding, long-range communication, and conformational and/or
motional changes.2 NMR is an ideal technique to report on these events because it gives
atomic level information on changes in protein structure and protein dynamics.3-7
Perhaps the simplest parameter is the chemical shift, which can be monitored to reveal
the effects of perturbations to the conformational equilibrium. For example, the binding
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of ligands may induce a change in the conformational equilibrium resulting in a change in
the chemical shifts of affected resonances.8 Additionally, amino acid substitutions may
induce changes to conformational equilibria that can be monitored through chemical shift
changes. Resonances that respond similarly across these various perturbations are likely
reporting on the same conformational event and are part of the same amino acid network.
This concept forms the basis of the chemical shift covariance analysis (CHESCA), which
has been previously used to identify amino acid networks in protein kinase A (PKA)9,10,
the exchange protein directly activated by cyclic AMP (EPAC)8,11, and the cystic fibrosis
transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR).12
Tryptophan synthase (TS) has been extensively studied as a model for
intersubunit communication and substrate channeling.13-31 In this chapter, the amino acid
networks in the α-subunit   (αTS),   in   isolation   away from   the   β-subunit   (βTS),   were  
identified using CHESCA. The   α-subunit catalyzes the cleavage of indole-3-glycerol
phosphate (IGP) to D-glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate (D-G3P) and indole (Fig. 3.1).25-31 An
interesting property of this reaction is that the formation of IGP (the reverse reaction) is
thermodynamically favorable.32 The two key residues in this process are Glu49, located
in   the   β2   strand,   and   Asp60,   located   in   the   extended   β2α2   loop.33 Additionally, the
dynamic   β2α2   and   β6α6   loops   play   crucial   roles   in   the   structural   changes   in   αTS  
necessary for catalytic function.25,33-40 Although  this  investigation  focuses  on  αTS  from  
Escherichia coli, the enzyme is 85% identical and 93% similar to the more commonly
studied Salmonella typhimurium enzyme (Fig. 3.2). The E. coli enzyme was selected for
this study because most of the backbone resonance assignments were already completed
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and preliminary studies on the amino acid networks have already been performed using
15

N Ala probes (see Chapter 2).41,42

Figure 3.1 Mechanism
of  αTS.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2 Comparative structure and sequence   alignments   of   αTS.      (a)   Structural   comparison   of   αTS  
from S. typhimurium αTS  (PDB  1K3U;;  blue)  and  E. coli αTS  (PDB  1V7Y;;  magenta).    Structures for the
dynamic β2α2  and  β6α6  loops  are missing for E. coli αTS.    (b) Sequence alignments of S. typhimurium
(st_aTS) and E. coli (ec_aTS)  αTS.   Secondary structures are color-coded according to α-helix, yellow
and  β-strand, green, based on the corresponding X-ray crystal structures. The  β2α2  and  β6α6  loops  for  
the E. coli αTS  are outlined in red.
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For further investigation of the  allosteric  amino  acid  networks  of  αTS,  the 1H-15N
HSQC spectra for WT and five variants (A59G, A67G, A158G, A180G, and A185G)
were collected in both the resting and working states, and a modified version of
CHESCA was applied.8,42 These variants were selected because they were previously
shown to shift the conformational equilibrium towards a ligand-bound-like state (see
Chapter 2).42 The Ala-to-Gly substitution effectively replaces a methyl group with a
hydrogen atom, potentially altering the conformational space accessible to the protein
backbone. It was determined that the amino acid networks within  αTS  change based on
the catalytic state of the enzyme and that these allosteric networks play a role in catalysis.
Additionally, one of the catalytic residues   (Glu49)   changes   networks   when   αTS is
undergoing active catalysis as compared to the resting state. These results suggest that
the amino acid networks are critical for the positioning and structural dynamics of key
residues and may be important for considerations in the rational (re)design of proteins
and other macromolecules.

3.3 Materials and Methods
3.3.1 Site-directed mutagenesis of aTS
The L162G and A167G αTS variants were generated using the Strategene
QuikChange® Lightning Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Agilent Technologies) and
appropriate primers. The A59G, A67G, A71G, A158G, A180G, A185G, A198G, and
A216G mutations were previously generated (Chapter 2).42

All sequences were

confirmed through DNA sequencing at the Nucleic Acid Facility at the Pennsylvania
State University.
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3.3.2 Overexpression and purification  of  WT  and  variant  αTS  
WT and variant αTS were overexpressed using either Luria-Bertani broth
(unlabeled αTS used for kinetic studies) or M9 media with

15

N-labeled ammonium

chloride (15N-labeled αTS used for NMR experiments). One liter cultures of transformed
E. coli BL21 (DE3*) were grown at 37oC until OD600 reached 0.5-0.7, at which time 1
mM IPTG was added to induce protein expression. Cells were allowed to overexpress
αTS for approximately 12 hours at 25oC, before collection by centrifugation at 10,000xg
for 20 minutes at 4°C. WT and variant αTS enzymes were purified using a previously
established protocol (Section 2.3.3).42

3.3.3  Kinetic  studies  (performed  by  K.  F.  O’Rourke)
After purification, samples (1-1.5 mL) were dialyzed against the assay buffer (1
L; 100 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.6) for approximately 12 hours at 4oC. The
production of IGP was followed spectrophotometrically by the increase of UV
absorbance at 290 nm with a SpectraMax M2 plate reader (Molecular Devices). Assays
were performed in triplicate at 298K with 1.5-19 mM G3P and 0.5-3.3 mM indole.
When D-G3P was varied, indole was held constant at 1.3 mM, and when indole was
varied (0.5 – 3.3 mM), D-G3P was held constant at 10 mM. The  concentration  of  αTS
was  7.5  μM  for both WT  and  variant  αTS.
Initial rate data were fit to the Michaelis-Menten (equation 1) using nonlinear
regression with the program Kaleidograph:
v= (kcat/ET)/(KM+[S])

(1)
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where v is the initial reaction velocity, ET is the total amount of enzyme in the assay and
[S] is the substrate concentration.

3.3.4 NMR sample preparation and analysis
Following protein purification and concentration, a ZEBA desalting column
(Thermo Scientific) was used to exchange all

15

N-labeled protein samples into NMR

buffer (50 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.8, 2 mM DTT, 0.2 mM Na2EDTA, and 10%
2

H2O). The NMR samples generally contained 0.5-1 mM protein, 10 mM indole and 10

mM D-G3P, where indicated. Standard 1H-15N HSQC spectra were obtained at 298 K on
a Bruker Avance III 600-MHz spectrometer equipped with a TCI cryoprobe.

3.3.5 Analysis with Branchpoint (developed by E. M. Yezdimer)
Previously, CHESCA (Chapter 2) was applied to smaller datasets, so it was
efficient to use individual calculations for each data point.42 This simple strategy was not
possible with the full set of

15

N-backbone   assignments   for   αTS   and   so, an in-house

computer program was developed by Dr. Eric Yezdimer to analyze the chemical shift
data.

The program, Branchpoint, uses peaklists from 1H-15N heteronuclear single

quantum coherence (HSQC) as the input and generates 2D correlation matrices, amino
acid cluster dendrograms, and residue-centered webs.
A total of twelve 1H−15N heteronuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC)
spectra were collected, including spectra associated with the resting and working state for
WT   αTS and five protein variants (A59G, A67G, A158G, A180G, and A185G). The
combined chemical shift of each resonance in each spectra was then calculated according
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to s(x)i =   δH + 0.2δN, where x represents a specific resonance, i represents a specific
protein variant, and δH and   δN are the 1H and

15

N chemical shifts, respectively.8,43 A

constant  error,  σ,  was  assigned  to  each  value  of  s(x)i to represent potential experimental
error. A total of N points, set to be 400 to provide a large enough sample for correlations
between residues to be repeatable to two digits, were then generated for each s(x)i
following  a  Guassian  distribution  and  the  assigned  error,  σ (Fig. 3.3). In some variants,
there was spectral overlap between two resonances or the change in chemical shift of a
resonance was too great to accurately track (for example, ‘proximity’  effects).    In  these  
cases, one (at most two) datasets were not used. Because the number of data points used
for each resonance varied, correlations between residues were only deemed significant if
they met the statistical cutoff of p < 0.05, as opposed to using |r| > 0.95 as with the
original CHESCA approach.8
Figure
3.3
Error
analysis for chemical
shift correlations. N
random data points,
(=400) are generated
following a Gaussian
distribution using a set
error   parameter   (σ)   as  
the standard deviation
around each chemical
shift data point. As   σ  
increases, the resulting
Pearson
correlation
coefficient
(R)
decreases,
meaning
that as the error
selected for a data set
increases, correlations
between data sets
become weaker.
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There  are  several  different  ‘options’  to  run  with  the  Branchpoint  program. First,
the  ‘tolerance’,  or  the  proposed  error  (σ) can be varied. Changing  the  value  of  σ  adjusts  
the error used in the generation of the N data points by Guassian distribution (Fig. 3.3).
Thus increasing this number increases the error and results in a loss of correlations,
separating the most correlated residues from those with a weaker correlation. Second, in
addition to creating an amino acid residue correlation matrix and nearest neighbor
dendrogram, an amino acid centered web can also be generated. In this analysis, the user
inputs the desired amino acid for further analysis and Branchpoint designs the
dendrogram centered around the selected residue. This version of the analysis was
performed on catalytic residue Glu49. Finally, the statistical cutoff can be changed.
Analyses using p < 0.05 and p < 0.01 were both used.

3.4 Results
3.4.1 Verification that selected variants do not substantially affect ligand binding
As discussed in Chapter 2, we have been able to set-up  conditions  in  which  αTS  is  
actively turning over substrate/product. Under these conditions, 80% of the added DG3P and indole will be converted into IGP, while the other 20% will remain as D-G3P
and indole.32

This equilibrium can be reported on by the two Ala59 resonances

observable in the working state, one resonance corresponding to the E:IGP conformation
and the other to the E:D-G3P:indole conformation (see Chapter 2).42 Similar behavior
(i.e. two resonances with an intensity ratio of 80:20) was observed with the Gly61
resonances (Fig. 3.4a). Similar to Ala59, Gly61 is neighboring Asp60, the other catalytic
residue   of   αTS, and the observation of two resonances in the working state is likely
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reporting on the same E:IGP and E:D-G3P:indole conformational equilibrium. This
behavior is not seen with any other residues, suggesting that the appearance of two
resonances in the working state is a result of localized changes in the active site.
The two Gly61 resonances were used to verify that the E:IGP and E:DG3P:indole conformational equilibrium was not being substantially influenced by the
amino acid substitutions used for CHESCA. Results show that the 80:20 ratio is not
altered by any of these substitutions (Fig. 3.4a). Additionally, the binding affinities for
indole and D-G3P with all of the variants are consistent with those of WT. The binding
affinities were determined by both NMR titration (Fig. 3.4a) and kinetic assays (Fig.
3.4b&c). Monitoring of the chemical shifts during D-G3P titration results show that the
Ala-to-Gly substitutions do not substantially affect the titration curves and binding
affinity to the ligands (Fig. 3.4a). Additionally, a comparison of the steady-state kinetic
parameters show no substantial changes to the indole and D-G3P interactions with variant
αTS. KM values for WT were reported as 1.49 mM for indole and 0.66 mM for DG3P.1,32,44
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.4 Verification that Ala-to-Gly substitutions used for CHESCA did not affect the conformational
equilibrium  of  ligand  binding  in  αTS.    a) Gly61 resonance in the resting state (black) and working state
(red). Two resonances are observed in the working state, indicating slow exchange on the NMR
timescale. These two resonances correspond to E:IGP and E:D-G3P:indole conformations and show the
80:20 intensity ratio as expected. The Ala-to-Gly substitutions do not substantially affect this
equilibrium, determined with % resn = In / (I1+I2) x 100%, using the intensities of the two resonances, I 1
and I2, respectively. (b) Effects of the D-G3P   titration   of   αTS   (WT   and   variants)   on   the   combined  
chemical  shift  (Δδ  =  ((ΔδH)2 + (0.2ΔδN)2)1/2) of the Phe8 resonance. WT is indicated with blue diamonds,
A59G with red squares, A67G with green triangles, A158G with purple Xs, A180G with blue +s, and
A185G with yellow circles. (c) A comparison of WT (KWT) and the variants (Kvar) show that the indole
and D-G3P interactions were not affected by the Ala-to-Gly substitutions. KM values for indole and DG3P are shown in green and blue, respectively, and kcat/KM values for indole and D-G3P are shown in
cyan and red, respectively. WT KM values are reported to be 1.49 mM for indole and 0.66 mM for DG3P, additionally the KM for IGP (for the reverse reaction) is estimated to be 0.48 mM. All kinetic data
was collected and analyzed by K.  F.  O’Rourke.

3.4.2 Amino acid correlations differ between the resting and working states
The CHESCA approach (described in Chapter 2) was used with the WT, A59G,
A67G, A158G, A180G, and A185G variants, both in the resting and working states (Fig.
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3.5a).8,42

Branchpoint was then used to systematically determine the correlations

between residues, measured using |r| and using p < 0.05 to determine statistical
significance.
This

analysis

showed large differences in

(a)

the statistically significant
correlations between the
resting and working states
(Fig. 3.6).

(b)

For example,

Ala103 and Gly61 show a
strong linear correlation in
the resting state, |r| = 0.99,
but not in the working
state, |r| = 0.67 (Fig. 3.5b).
Ile151 and Glu49 do not
show

a

strong

linear
Figure 3.5 Chemical shift correlations differ between the resting

correlation in the resting and working states   of   αTS.      (a)   Ribbon   structure   of   αTS   (PDB  
state, |r| = 0.11, but do in the
working state, |r| = 0.96 (Fig.
3.5b).

1K3U),   with   key   residues   Glu49   (green)   on   the   β2   strand,   Asp60  
(blue)   on   the   β2α2   loop,   sites   for   Ala-to-Gly substitutions for
CHESCA (magenta), and other probe sites (red). (b) Chemical shift
correlations in the resting (left) and working (right)   states   of   αTS.    
Correlation plots used a combined 1H, 15N chemical shift according
to   δNH,comb =   δH + 0.2δN,   where   δH and   δN are the 1H and 15N
chemical shifts, respectively. The Pearson correlation coefficients
(R) for each plot are shown.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.6 Chemical shift correlation matrices for the resting and working states differ. (a) Resting state
matrix, correlations colored in blue, light and dark blues indicate statistical significance of each
correlation, p < 0.05 and p < 0.01, respectively. b) Working state matrix, correlations colored in red,
light and dark reds indicate statistical significance of each correlation, p < 0.05 and p < 0.01,
respectively. (c) Purple points indicate that the linear correlations were statistically significant at the p <
0.01 level for both resting and working states. Blue and red points indicate that the linear correlations
were statistically significant at the p < 0.01 level only in the resting and working states, respectively.
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Further analysis was performed using a modified version of Branchpoint, which
uses the strength of amino acid correlations to generate a dendrogram of the network
using nearest-neighbor analysis. This analysis groups the amino acids with the strongest
correlations together first and then adds in the correlations that are not as strong (but still
statistically   significant)   to   the   outer   ‘branches’   of   the   dendrogram.

Statistical

significance for each correlation was determined using a cutoff of p < 0.05.
Two different clusters were revealed, referred to as Cluster 1 and 2, in both the
resting and the working states (Fig. 3.7). Although some correlations vary between the
resting and working states, there is substantial overlap between residues in Cluster 1 in
the resting state and in the working state, similarly there is substantial overlap between
residues in Cluster 2 in the resting and working states. One notable exception is the
catalytic residue Glu49 that is weakly correlated to the other residues in Cluster 2 in the
resting state, but transitions to the center of the Cluster 1 in the working state.
Additionally, in the resting state, the locations of the residues in each cluster are strictly
divided by the active site (Fig. 3.8a). However, in the working state, when Glu49
switches clusters, the two clusters are no longer segregated on either side of the active
site. This finding suggests that the changes, both structural and dynamic, associated with
ligand-binding, may reroute the pathway of communication through the active site.
When visualizing this data with the full crystal structure (including  βTS),  only  residues  
from Cluster 2 are located at the subunit-subunit interface in the resting state, but
residues from Cluster 1 extend to the interface in the working state (Fig. 3.8b&c).
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(a)

Cluster 1
Resting

Working

p < 0.05
p < 0.05
p < 0.01

(b)

p < 0.01

Cluster 2

Resting

p < 0.05

Working

p < 0.01

p < 0.05

p < 0.01
Figure 3.7 (a) Cluster 1 and (b) Cluster 2 based on agglomerative clustering of the chemical shift
correlation matrices (p values < 0.05 and 0.01 where indicated). Residues in the dendrograms are
colored red, purple, and  blue  if  they  are  still  clustered  when  the  error  parameter,  σ,  is  equal  to  or  less  
than 0.020, 0.015, and 0.010 ppm, respectively.
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3.4.3 Verification of clusters by additional mutagenesis
The clusters identified by Branchpoint were further investigated using additional
substitutions. Cluster 1 was tested using the A198G substitution, Ala198 was selected as
it is in Cluster 1 for both resting and working states. Cluster 2 was tested using the A71G
substitution as it is strongly correlated in Cluster 2 in both the resting and working states
(Fig. 3.8a).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.8 The   ‘nearest-neighbor’   algorithm   used   by
Branchpoint identified two clusters of correlated amino
acid networks. (a) Residues contained in the two clusters
in the resting (left) and working (right) states were plotted
onto the  αTS  structure  (PDB  1K3U). Residues contained
in Cluster 1 are identified in either cyan (statistical
significance of p < 0.05) or blue (p < 0.01). Residues
contained in Cluster 2 are identified in either orange (p <
0.05) or red (p < 0.01). (b) Cluster residues plotted onto
the   full   TS   structure.      Many   network   residues   in   αTS   are   at   or   near   the   βTS binding surface.
Residues in Cluster 1 are identified in blue/cyan, residues in Cluster 2 are identified in red/orange.
Blue and red spheres indicate residues identified (or adjacent to residues identified) in the contact
map. Although, no Cluster  1  residues  are  found  at  the  α/β-interface in the resting state, Phe107,
Ile151, and Leu162 are in the working state. (c) Contact map for S. typhimurium TS (PDB 1A5B),
showing residue-residue  contacts  between  αTS  and  βTS.
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Amino acid networks were verified with additional substitutions, such as with the
A71G, L162G, A167G, A198G, and A216G variants. 1H-15N HSQC spectra of the new
substitutions were collected as described in Section 3.3.4 and the change in chemical
shifts   caused   to   the   resonances   in   each   cluster   was   calculated   with   Δδ   =   ((Δδ 1H)2 +
((0.2Δδ15N)2)1/2 (Fig. 3.9).8,43 As expected, the A198G substitution (Cluster 1) induced
greater chemical shift changes to other resonances in Cluster 1 than it did to those in
Cluster 2. Similarly, the A71G (Cluster 2) induced greater chemical shift changes to
resonances within Cluster 2 than it did to those in Cluster 1. There were some exceptions
to these observations, such as the effects of the A198G substitution on the Ala71
resonance in the resting state. This finding is interesting given that these two residues are
located on opposite sides of the protein ( > 15 Å away) from one another. This effect
may  be  a  result  of  a  change  in  the  interactions  between  the  α8ʹ  helix  and  the  portion  of  
the   β2α2   loop   containing   Ala71. Ala236 is located in   the   α8ʹ   helix   and   the   Ala236  
resonance showed the greatest change in chemical shift of the Cluster 1 resonances in
response to the A198G substitution.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.9 Amino acid substitutions at cluster residues result in greater chemical shift changes to other
residues  within  the  same  cluster.    Change  in  chemical  shift  between  WT  and  variant  αTS  were  determined  
using  Δδ  =  (ΔδH)2 + (0.2ΔδN)2)1/2 where  ΔδH and  ΔδN are the chemical shift differences between WT and
variant  αTS  in  the   1H and 15N dimensions, respectively. Ala71 is in Cluster 2 and the A71G substitution
results in greater chemical shift changes in Cluster 2 resonances (orange) than Cluster 1 residues (green)
in both the resting (a) and working (c) state. Ala198 is in Cluster 1 and the A198G substitution results in
greater chemical shift changes in Cluster 1 resonances (green) than Cluster 2 residues (orange) in both the
resting (b) and working (d) state. Residues shown are still in the appropriate cluster when the error
parameter is 0.020 ppm or lower.
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3.4.4 Glu49-centered networks
In order to further investigate the role of amino acid networks in catalysis, another
modified version of Branchpoint was used. In this modification, a residue is selected and
the correlations identified by Branchpoint are arranged relative to the selected amino
acid,   creating   a   ‘web’   around   that   residue. For this analysis, Glu49 was selected, both
because of its catalytic function and because it was previously shown to switch clusters
when transitioning between the resting and working states. Unfortunately, the resonance
associated with Asp60, the other catalytic residue, is not assigned, and so this version of
Branchpoint could not be performed with Asp60 as the central residue.
Results show that in the resting state, Glu49 makes many, weaker correlations
with other residues including 12   first   ‘sphere’   residues, those correlated directly with
Glu49, and 21 second   ‘sphere’   residues, those correlated to the first ‘sphere’ residues.
When accounting for correlations with p < 0.01, all of these correlations are lost. When
transitioning into the working state, Glu49 makes fewer, stronger correlations including
nine first   ‘sphere’ residues, four second   ‘sphere’   residues,   and   three third   ‘sphere’  
residues. When accounting for correlations with p < 0.01, three correlations remain
(Glu49 to Thr39, and Thr39 to both Leu162 and Ala167). An investigation of the
changes in correlations identified with CHESCA revealed that they cannot be completely
explained based on the differences in the X-ray crystal structure of the resting and
working conformations of αTS. These findings indicate that the changes in correlations
may not be structurally based, but may instead be dependent on dynamic changes to the
enzyme induced by ligand binding.45-53
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(a)

Resting

(b)

Working

Figure 3.10 Glu49   switches   cluster   when   αTS   transitions   from   the   (a)   resting to the (b) working state.
Statistical cutoff for each analysis is listed as p < 0.05. The resting state lost all correlations at p < 0.01.
Webs are based on the chemical shift correlation matrices shown in Figure 3.7, rooted with Glu49. Lines
are drawn between residues showing significant linear chemical shift correlations, first from Glu49, and
then to other residues. For improved clarity, connecting lines are not shown between residues within the
same  ‘sphere’ of residues.
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3.4.5 Verification of Glu49 networks
In addition to the A71G and A198G substitutions used to verify the original
clusters, further substitutions (L162G, A167G, and A216G) were used to verify the
Glu49 networks. Leu162 and Ala167 were selected due to their presence in the working
network, but absence in the resting state, a trend shared by Ala198. Conversely, Ala71 is
present in the resting network, but not the working state network. A216G was selected as
a negative control because Ala216 is not present in any cluster or network.

It is

important to note that all of these substitutions are >10 Å from the active site (Fig. 3.11).
Figure
3.11
Residues
showing linear correlations
to Glu49 in the resting (left)
and working (right) states.
Glu49 is shown in red,
residues showing significant
linear correlations to Glu49
are shown in magenta (first
‘sphere’   residues),   and  
residues showing significant
linear correlations to the first
‘sphere’   residues   are   shown  
in pink (second ‘sphere’  
residues).

Ala71 is in the resting state network for Glu49, and as expected, A71G had a
larger effect on the Glu49 resonance in the resting state than in the working state. (Fig.
3.12a) Similarly, Leu162, Ala167, and Ala198 are all in the working state network for
Glu49, and L162G, A167G, and A198G all had a larger effect on the Glu49 resonance in
the working state than in the resting state (Fig 3.12a). Additionally, kinetic analyses
(performed  by  K.  F.  O’Rourke)  showed  that  substitutions at residues associated with the
Glu49-network decrease the maximum catalytic rate constant (kcat) (Fig 3.12b).
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(a)
Figure 3.12 Amino acid substitutions
at network residues affect the
structural dynamics of Glu49 and the
catalytic rate. (a) Comparisons of the
backbone amide chemical shifts for
Glu49 between WT (black), A71G
(red), and A198G (blue)   αTS   for   both  
resting (left) and working (right)
states, based on 1H-15N HSQC spectra
collected at 298 K. Ala198 shares a
cluster with Glu49 in the working
state, but not the resting state. The
A198G substitution affects the
working state Glu49 resonance more
than that of the resting state.
Similarly, Ala71 shares a cluster with
Glu49 in the resting state, but not the
working state. The A71G substitution
affects the Glu49 resonance more in
the resting state than in the working
state. (b) Comparison of the catalytic
rates (kcat)   for   WT   αTS,   network  
(A71G and A198G), and non-network
(A216G) variants. All kinetic data was
collected and analyzed by K. F.
O’Rourke.

(b)

3.5 Discussion
Previous methods used for the identification of long-range amino acid networks
were mostly bioinformatics and computationally based. These methods include statistical
coupling analysis (SCA), structural-based sequence alignments, and molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations.53-58 Although the use of a combination of these techniques, such as
SCA and MD simulations, may provide great insight into amino acid networks within an
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enzyme, CHESCA provides a simple and effective experimental method of elucidating
these amino acid networks.8
These results show that the amino acid networks are not static, but change based
on the catalytic state of the enzyme. Substantial differences in the linear correlations
between NMR resonances associated with backbone residues were seen in the resting and
working states  of  αTS.    Two  main  clusters  of  correlated  residues  were  identified  in  both  
states. Many of the residues contained in these clusters are located near  the  α-β  subunit  
interface, suggesting that these networks may be important for subunit-subunit binding
and intersubunit communication. Additionally, in the resting state these clusters were
segregated on either side of the active site of  αTS. In the working state, catalytic residue
Glu49 switches clusters and provides a pathway for communication across the active site,
allowing the two clusters to become more integrated (Fig. 3.8a). The switch in clusters
by Glu49 cannot be attributed to structural changes alone, as minimal differences are seen
in this part of  the  β2  strand  between  the  resting and working states, suggesting that this is
the result of a change in the dynamics, not the lowest-energy structure of the enzyme
(Fig. 3.13).35,36,59
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Figure 3.13 Comparison of the S.
typhimurium αTS   enzyme in its
ligand-free/resting (pink; PDB
1BK3) and IGP-bound/working
(grey; PDB 1A5B) states. There is
little structural difference between
these two states, especially for those
residues and structural elements
around  Glu49  and  the  β2  strand.    As  
previously discussed, the structure
of E. coli αTS   is   expected   to   be  
nearly identical to that of the
enzyme shown here.
The two
enzymes are 85% identical and 93%
similar.

Additional insight into these amino acid networks was obtained when analyzing
the results pertaining to Glu49. These  results  suggest  that  the   catalytic  activity  of  αTS  
may depend on Glu49 entering the appropriate cluster and associating with the correct
amino acid network. The ability of Glu49 to switch clusters is due to a combination of
structural and dynamic changes upon substrate/product binding. It has been previously
shown that the orientation of Glu49 can change depending on the ligand-bound state of
the enzyme, as seen through X-ray crystallography performed on S. typhimurium.35
Additionally, the importance of these networks is demonstrated by the introduction of
amino acid substitutions of cluster residues that are distant from the active site. The
single Ala-to-Gly (or Leu-to-Gly) substitutions are capable of disrupting αTS  catalysis, as
shown by kinetic assays, while being located > 15 Å from the site of catalysis. These
perturbations   are   likely   being   ‘felt’   in   the   active   site   through   an   amino   acid   network  
communication pathway extending from the active site to the surface of the enzyme.
These   networks   also   extend   to   surfaces   known   to   be   in   contact   with   βTS   in   the  
full complex and may also reveal a communication pathway between the two subunits.
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This   pathway   would   explain   how   αTS   and   βTS   are   capable   of   ‘knowing’   the
conformational state of the other subunit, and offers an explanation as to how the
extensive communication, previously shown, occurs in TS. Overall, these results suggest
the importance of intrinsic amino acid networks in allosteric communication,
coordinating structural changes, and catalysis in enzymes.

3.6 Conclusions
NMR is a useful and powerful technique to delineate amino acid networks in
proteins. Underlying research shows that the amino acid networks within an enzyme
change based on the catalytic state, in a process that is likely driven by changes in the
conformational dynamics upon ligand binding. This was evidenced by the integration of
the two clusters in the working state, and by one of the catalytic residues, which switches
clusters in preparation for catalysis.

In the working state, Glu49 makes fewer, but

stronger, connections compared to the resting state. These networks can extend from the
surface of the protein all the way into the active site and influence ligand binding,
catalysis, and potentially intersubunit communication. For future analyses, the disruption
of these correlations by severing key hydrogen bonds within the enzyme will reveal more
information about the amino acid networks.
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Chapter 4
Severing of a hydrogen bond disrupts amino acid
networks  in  the  catalytically  active  state  of  αTS.
The majority of the following research was published in:
Axe,   J.M.,   O’Rourke,   K.F.,   Kerstetter,   N.E.,   Yezdimer, E.M., Chan, Y.M., Chasin, A., and Boehr, D.D.
(2015). Severing of a hydrogen bond disrupts amino acid networks in the catalytically active state of the
alpha subunit of tryptophan synthase. Protein Science. 24, 484-494.1
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4.1 Abstract
The  rearrangement  of  the  dynamic  β2α2  and  β6α6  loops  of   the alpha subunit of
tryptophan synthase (αTS)  is critical for entering the closed conformation and successful
enzyme catalysis. It has previously been shown that hydrogen bonds between Thr183
(β6α6   loop)   and   Ala59,   Asp60,   and   Gly61   (all   β2α2   loop residues) are essential for
communication and interactions between the loops of  αTS and with  the  β-subunit  (βTS).    
Disruption of these hydrogen bonds by the T183V substitution severely inhibits catalysis
and substrate channeling. Steady-state kinetic assays on Escherichia coli αTS,   in   the  
absence  of  βTS  also support these results. NMR-based methods were used to show that
there are local  changes  in  the  structural  dynamics  of  the  β2α2  and  β6α6  loops  induced by
the T183V substitution. Additionally, the chemical shift covariance analysis (CHESCA)
method showed that the   intrinsic   amino   acid   networks   within   αTS are disrupted by the
substitution, particularly the networks involving the catalytic residue, Glu49, and residues
located  at  the  αTS-βTS  interface.

4.2 Introduction
Amino acid networks can be described as webs of noncovalent interactions
between residues within a protein.2-7 Conformational and dynamic changes, such as
those induced by ligand binding, influence these networks, and potentially result in
additional structural and/or functional changes. These networks were revealed in αTS in
Chapter 2 and further detailed in Chapter 3.8,9 In this chapter, additional investigation
was performed on the networks, including studying the effects of the disruption of the
hydrogen bonds connecting the two dynamic loops  in  αTS.
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The  α-subunit catalyzes the retro-aldol  cleavage  of  the  C3′-C3 bond of indole-3glycerol phosphate (IGP) into indole and D-glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate (D-G3P) (Fig.
4.1a). Indole is then directly channeled through a 25 Å, hydrophobic tunnel   to   the   βsubunit   (βTS).10-16 X-ray crystal structures have identified two major conformational
states for αTS, the ‘open’ and ‘closed’ states as well as three conformational states for
βTS. The equilibrium between these conformational states is influenced by the ligandbound state of the other subunit, leading to extensive intramolecular communication.17-23
In αTS, the β2α2   and   β6α6 loops play crucial roles in the structural rearrangement
between the open and closed states. Additionally, the β2α2  loop  contains  one  of  the  two  
catalytic residues, Asp60, while the other, Glu49, is  located  on  the  neighboring  β2  strand.
Upon transitioning to the closed state, the  β2α2  loop  folds  over  the  active  site  and  blocks  
the entrance to the hydrophobic tunnel. This position is stabilized by interactions with
Thr183 on the  β6α6 loop through series of hydrogen bonds including Ala59 (Thr183-N to
Ala59-O), Asp60 (Thr183-Oγ1 to Asp60-Oδ1), and Gly61 (Thr183-Oγ1 to Gly61-N) (Fig.
4.1b-d).15,24-28 When the bond between the indole and G3P moieties is broken, the
hydrogen bonds between these loops are also broken and loop flexibility is restored.29
Disruption   of   the   hydrogen   bonds   between   the   β2α2   and   β6α6   loops   may   prevent   the  
catalytic residues from entering the correct conformation or may prevent essential
substrate-enzyme interactions within the active site, thus decreasing the catalytic
efficiency.
The importance of Thr183 was further investigated through a series of mutations,
including T183S, T183A, and the deletion of residues 185-187 for the Salmonella
typhimurium enzyme. These studies revealed that all variants were able to form stable
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α2β2 complexes and  all  α  and  β  ligands  were  able  to  bind  to  these full complexes. The
T183S variant, showed little to no difference in catalytic activity, however the other two
variants showed up to a 50-fold decrease in activity, both  for  the  αTS  reaction  when  the  
subunit is isolated   and   in   the   presence   of   βTS, highlighting the importance of the
hydroxyl group at the 183 position. It has been speculated that the hydroxyl moiety of
Thr183 is important for hydrogen bonding to  the  β2α2  loop,  and  further  investigation has
been performed on the T183V variant, which no longer has the ability to form the
necessary hydrogen bonds. It was also shown that the T183V substitution results in a
100-fold   decrease   in   αTS   activity   when   compared   to   wild-type (WT) enzyme (n.b. no
substantial   changes   in   βTS   activity   were   observed)   and   that   the T183V variant shows
significant  disruption  of  α-β  communication and substrate channeling.30-34
In this Chapter, the T183V substitution is shown to disrupt the amino acid
networks in the E. coli αTS   enzyme   as   well.      Most   of   the   Ala-to-Gly substitutions
previously  used  for  CHESCA  in  Chapters  2  and  3  are  located  on  either  the  β2α2  or  β6α6  
loop, providing effective probes for the disruption of the interactions between the two
loops (Fig. 4.1b&d).8,9,35 These studies show that there are differences in the amino acid
networks for the T183V variant in the resting and working states, and that there are also
substantial differences between these networks and those previously identified in WT
αTS.8,9 One of the most noticeable differences was the change in the amino acids
network containing catalytic residue Glu49, particularly in the working state. Previous
investigations showed that Glu49 switches its associated cluster when transitioning from
the resting to the working state.9 This switch, however, does not occur in the networks
associated with the T183V variant, potentially influencing the loss in catalytic efficiency
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observed with this variant. Many of the residues present in the WT networks are located
near   to   the   α-β   subunit-subunit interface. Some of these residues are missing from the
T183V networks, offering a potential explanation for the inhibition of the substrate
channeling with the T183V variant.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.1 (a)   Catalytic   mechanism   of   αTS   highlighting   the   roles   of   Glu49,   on   the   β2   strand,   and  
Asp60,  on  the  β2α2  loop.    (b)  Structure  of  αTS  (PDB  1K3U)  showing  the  location  of  Glu49  (green),  
Asp60 (magenta), Thr183 (black), and sites of the probes used for CHESCA (red). (c) Interactions
between  the  β2α2  (magenta)  and  β6α6  (blue)  loops,  highlighting  key  residues.    (d)  Structure  of  the  full  
TS complex, showing the location of the catalytic residues (green-Glu49/magenta-Asp60), T183V
(black), and CHESCA probes  (red)  relative  to  the  α-β  binding  interface.
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4.3 Materials and Methods
4.3.1 Site-directed mutagenesis of αTS
The single T183V and double mutants (T183V/A59G, T183V/A67G,
T183V/A71G, T183V/A158G, T183V/A180G, T183V/A185G) were generated using the
Stratagene QuikChange Lightning Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Agilent Technologies)
and appropriate primers with the pET26 vector. Sequences were confirmed through
DNA sequencing (Nucleic Acid Facility, Pennsylvania State University). Other mutants
used in these studies were previously generated (Section 2.3.1).8

4.3.2  Overexpression  and  purification  of  WT  and  T183V  αTS  variants
WT   and   variant   αTS   for   CHESCA   were   overexpressed   in   M9   media,   with   15Nlabeled ammonium chloride (1g/L of culture) to achieve full 15N-labeling of the backbone
as previously described (Section 3.3.2).9 WT  and  T183V  αTS  for  hetNOE  studies  were  
overexpressed in selective 15N-Ala media as previously described (Section 2.3.3).8,36 WT
and   variant   αTS   proteins   were   overexpressed   in   Luria-Bertani media. All protein was
purified using previously described protocol (Section 2.3.3).8

4.3.3 Steady-state kinetic   studies   of   WT   and   variant   αTS (performed by K. F.
O’Rourke)
After protein purification, samples were dialyzed into the assay buffer (1 L; 100
mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.6) for approximately 12 hours. Assays were monitored
by UV absorbance of IGP at 290 nm with a SpectraMax M2 (Molecular Devices) as
previously described (Section 3.3.3).9
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The  concentration  of  αTS  was  7.5  μM  for  WT  enzyme, but was increased to 37.5
μM  for  variant  proteins  carrying  the  T183V  substitution. This 5-fold increase in enzyme
concentration was required to obtain measurable activity in the T183V variants.

4.3.4 NMR sample preparation and analysis
Following protein purification and concentration, a ZEBA desalting column
(Thermo Scientific) was used to exchange the buffer of all protein samples from gel
filtration buffer to NMR buffer (50 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.8, 2 mM DTT, 0.2
mM Na2EDTA, and 10% 2H2O). The NMR samples generally contained 0.5-1 mM
protein, and 10 mM indole and/or 10 mM D-G3P where indicated.
1

H–15N hetNOE values were measured by acquiring two spectra, with or without

proton pre-saturation, in an interleaved manner. A total of two pairs of spectra were
collected  at  298  K  for  each  of  the  αTS  complexes  analyzed.

4.3.5 Covariance and cluster analysis
1

H-15N HSQC spectra were collected from WT, single variant (A59G, A67G,

A158G,   A180G,   A185G),   and   T183V   containing   double   variant   αTS (T183V/A59G,
T183V/A67G, T183V/A158G, T183V/A180G, T183V/A185G). The CHESCA analysis
was performed using the in-house program, BranchPoint. This program, developed by
Dr. Eric Yezdimer, was previously described (Section 3.3.5).9
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4.4 Results
4.4.1  Effects  of  the  T183V  substitution  on  catalysis  of  αTS
It has previously been reported that the T183V substitution decreases the catalytic
activity   of   αTS   by   100-fold as determined using the forward reaction (IGP  G3P +
indole)  of  αTS  in  the  full  TS  complex  from Salmonella typhimurium.30

The

results

reported here show that the T183V substitution results in a 14-fold decrease in kcat,
determined using the reverse reaction (G3P + indole  IGP) of E. coli αTS  in  isolation  
from the full complex (Table 4.1). There was no substantial change to the KM for either
indole or G3P.
The decrease in catalytic activity is likely due to the loss of the hydrogen bonds
between  the  β2α2  and  β6α6  loops,  which  alters  the  structural  dynamics  of  the  loops and
the  amino  acid  networks  within  αTS. This proposal was further investigated with NMR,
using a combination of HSQCs, hetNOE, and the CHESCA35 approach.

4.4.2  Effects  of  the  T183V  substitution  on  structural  dynamics  of  αTS
A series of HSQC spectra were collected to initially compare the structural
dynamics  of  the  T183V  variant  to  WT  αTS enzyme. These spectra included each enzyme
under resting (apo), G3P-bound, indole-bound, and working conditions. A comparison
between the WT and T183V spectra shows that there are no substantial differences in the
chemical shifts of T183V in the resting state (Fig. 4.2). However, there was a substantial
effect on the chemical shift of the Asp218 resonance in the working state. This change is
likely  due  to  proximity  effects,  as  Asp218  is  located  on  the  α7  helix,  and  located  near  to  
the  β6α6  loop.    Additionally,  smaller  chemical shift changes are observed for the Met262
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and  Lys263  resonances.    Both  Met262  and  Lys263  are  located  on  the  α8  helix  and  near  to  
Asp218 on the neighboring helix. The effects in the chemical environment caused by the
T183V  substitution  is  likely  being  ‘felt’  by  the  Met262  and  Lys263  resonances through
the  proximity  effects  on  Asp218  and  the  α7  helix.

Figure 4.2 Change   in   the   chemical   shifts   (Δδ)   of   1H-15N   HSQC   αTS   resonances   in   response   to   the  
T183V substitution in the resting (blue) and working (orange)  states  as  calculated  by  Δδ  =  ((ΔδH)2 +
(0.2ΔδN)2)1/2,  where  ΔδH is the change in chemical shift along the 1H  dimension  and  ΔδN is the change
in chemical shift along the 15N dimension.

The spectra were also collected for both full
15

15

N-labeled samples and those only

N-labeled in the Ala resonances (Fig. 4.3a-d). As expected due to their proximity, the

T183V substitution resulted in noticeable changes to the chemical shifts of the Ala190
and Ala189 resonances under resting and indole-bound conditions. Additionally, there
was a small increase in the intensity of these resonances under both conditions,
suggesting  a  change  in  the  dynamics  in  the  β6α6  loop  as  a  result  of  the  substitution (Fig.
4.1a&b). It was previously noted that Ala180 and Ala185 are not observable in the
absence of G3P, most likely due to exchange broadening. With the addition of G3P these
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resonances become visible. Under the G3P-bound and working conditions there were
changes in the chemical shifts of Ala185, Ala189, and Ala190 (Fig. 4.3c& d).
Additionally, there was an increase in intensity of the Ala180 resonance, also suggesting
a  change  in  the  dynamics  of  the  β6α6  loop  as  a  result  of  the  T183V  substitution.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.3 1H-15N HSQC spectra with 15N-labeled   Ala   only,   WT   αTS   (black)   and   overlaid   by   T183V  
(red). (a)  Free  αTS  (in  the  absence  of  ligands),  and  in  the  presence  of  (b)  10  mM  indole,  (c)  10  mM  DG3P, and (d) both 10 mM indole and 10 mM D-G3P (under dynamic equilibrium).

To further investigate the dynamics of both  the  β6α6  and β2α2  loop, the hetNOE
values were compared between the WT   and   T183V   αTS   under   resting, G3P-bound,
indole-bound, and working conditions.

Results suggest that the T183V substitution
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increases the disorder of Ala67  and  Ala73  (both  on  the  β2α2  loop) on the ps-ns timescale
in the resting state (Fig. 4.4a). In the working state, the disorder of Ala67 and Ala180
(β6α6   loop)   increases on the ps-ns timescale (Fig. 4.4b). The increased flexibility can
likely be attributed to changing the interactions between the two loops.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4 Comparison of the hetNOE of WT (black) and T183V (red) focused on observable resonances
in   the   β2α2   and   β6α6   loops.      (a)   Results   from   the   resting (ligand-free) and (b) working (with 10 mM
indole and 10 mM D-G3P) states.

4.4.3   Verification   that   additional   substitutions   do   not   affect   αTS   kinetic  
parameters
In order to investigate the effect of the T183V substitution on the amino acid
networks   of   αTS a series of five additional double mutants were generated
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(T183V/A59G, T183V/A67G, T183V/A158G, T183V/A180G, T183V/A185G). Before
using these variants for CHESCA, it was important to ensure that the additional
substitutions did not have a substantial effect on the kinetic parameters, as investigated by
kinetic assays.
Results showed that the double substitution variants do not substantially alter the
kinetic parameters compared to those of the T183V single substitution (Table 4.1). There
was a 3-fold increase in the KM for indole of the T183V/A59G variant, though the 10
mM indole concentration used for NMR should remain close to saturating conditions.
Additionally, the kcat for the single T183V variant was twice that of the double
T183V/A71G variant.
Table 4.1 Kinetic  analysis  of  αTS  variants  (performed  by  K.  F.  O’Rourke).
Variant

kcata
(s-1)

KMa
(indole;
mM)

kcat/KM
(s-1 M-1)

(kcat)var/
(kcat)WT

(kcat/KM)var/
(kcat/KM)WT

Gc (kcat;
kcal/mol)

Gc
(kcat/KM;
kcal/mol)

WT

0.095

0.926
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-

-

-

-

A71G

0.02

1.84

10.9

0.211

0.106

0.921

1.33

T183V

0.007

1.1

6.36

0.074

0.062

1.54

1.65

T183V/A71G

0.003

1.7

1.76

0.032

0.017

2.04

2.41

T183V/A59G

0.01

3.35

2.99

0.105

0.029

1.33

2.1

T183V/A67G

0.011

0.842

13.1

0.115

0.127

1.28

1.22

T183V/A158G

0.007

0.804

8.71

0.074

0.085

1.54

1.46

T183V/A180G

0.007

1.52

4.61

0.074

0.044

1.54

1.85

T183V/A185G

0.007

0.782

8.95

0.074

0.087

1.54

1.45

a

error for kcat is ~5-10%
error for KM is ~10-25%
c
ΔΔG(k)  =    -RT ln(kvar/kWT), where R is 1.987x10-3 kcal K-1mol-1 and T is 298K
b
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4.4.4  Effects  of  the  T183V  substitution  on  amino  acid  networks  within  αTS
In   order   to   compare   the   amino   acid   networks   found   in   WT   αTS   to   those   of   the  
T183V variant, the CHESCA method was applied.35,37-40 A total of five variants (A59G,
A67G, A158G, A180G, and A185G), plus WT, were used to identify the amino acid
networks for WT in both the resting and working states9 as well as when bound with only
G3P and only indole. To best compare these networks with those of the T183V variant,
the same five substitutions were added to the T183V variant (A59G/T183V,
A67G/T183V, A158G/T183V, A180G/T183V, and A185G/T183V). These variants, plus
the single substitution T183V variant, were used to identify the amino acid networks for
T183V  αTS  under  resting, G3P-bound, indole-bound, and working conditions.
Previous studies (Chapters 2 & 3) focused only on the WT correlations in both the
resting and working states, and found that these correlations were state-dependent.8,9 The
results presented here provide information  on  the  correlations  observed  in  WT  αTS  in  the  
indole-bound and G3P-bound states. Results show that although the individual chemical
shift correlations within WT αTS  are similar, they are not identical and there is still some
influence from ligand binding. These results are summarized by the chemical shift
correlation matrices (Fig. 4.5a-d).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.5 Chemical  correlation  matrices  for  WT  αTS  under  (a)  resting, (b) D-G3P-bound, (c) indolebound, and (d) working conditions. Light grey squares indicate a correlation between residues with p <
0.05, and dark grey squares indicate p < 0.01.

A repetition of the CHESCA experiment on the T183V variant showed that the
individual chemical correlations appear to be ligand dependent as well (Fig 4.6a-d). An
overlay of the chemical correlation matrices of the T183V variant networks was used to
portray the differences in correlations between the resting and working states (Fig. 4.6e).
In  order  to  determine  similarities  between  the  WT  and  T183V  αTS  chemical shift
correlations, an overlay of correlation matrices between WT and T183V were used for
both the resting and working states (Fig. 4.6f). In general, there appear to be many
similarities between the WT and T183V correlation matrices (Fig. 4.6g). The T183V
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variant shows less correlations overall, but the correlations that are present agree with
those observed in WT under resting state conditions. However, this is not the case for the
working state.

There appears to be substantial differences between the two states,

suggesting that the T183V substitution may be influencing the formation of the amino
acid networks in the catalytically active state. This influence may be due to the loss of
the  interactions  between  the  β2α2  and  β6α6  loops  through  the  hydrogen  bonds  to  Thr183.    
The loops may not be able to enter and/or maintain the correct, closed, conformation to
facilitate the formation of the necessary amino acid networks. The loss of these networks
may play a role in the loss of function for the T183V variant.

Figure 4.6 (on the following page) Chemical shift correlation matrices for T183V  αTS  under  (a)  resting,
(b) D-G3P-bound, (c) indole-bound, and (d) working conditions. Light grey squares indicate a correlation
between residues with p < 0.05, and dark grey squares indicate p < 0.01. Overlays of the matrices
highlight the differences in the correlations in the (e) T183V resting (blue) and working (red) states.
Overlays between WT (blue) and T183V (red) were also used to highlight the differences in the amino
acid correlations in the (f) resting and (g) working states as induced by the T183V substitution. Purple
points in (e), (f), and (g) indicate that statistically significant correlations were observed in both the red
and blue datasets, as appropriate.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)
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Dendrograms were also generated based on the WT and T183V chemical shift
correlation matrices; such dendrograms were generated for four ligand bound states (Fig.
4.7a-h). A general comparison shows that two main clusters of residues are observed, as
seen previously with the resting and working state networks for WT.9 Similar clusters
are observed for WT under G3P-bound and indole-bound conditions. Residues within
Cluster 2 are fairly consistent under all four conditions; however more changes occur to
those in Cluster 1. It was previously shown that Cluster 1 contains catalytic residue
Glu49 only in the working state9, and it is interesting that this cluster varies more widely
under the different ligand conditions than Cluster 2. The change in Cluster 1 upon the
addition of different ligands may indicate that the binding of the ligand facilitates
interactions between residues not previously involved with the network.
When  comparing  the  networks  in  T183V  αTS,  there  is  a  similar  trend (Fig. 4.7eh). Again, the residues in Cluster 2 are relatively consistent between WT, under all four
conditions, and T183V, also under all four conditions. Any differences are mostly seen
for Cluster 1. The addition of G3P also generates a third cluster (Cluster 3) that contains
mostly solvent-exposed residues, all in different locations of the enzyme with no direct
connections to one another (Fig. 4.7f). This result may indicate that residues are missing
from this network due to incomplete 1H-15N   HSQC   assignments   of   αTS,   therefore,
additional assignments may yield more information about this cluster. However, it is also
possible that this third cluster is loosely associated with either Cluster 1 or 2, but the
correlation is too weak to be observed based on the statistical cutoffs used by
BranchPoint.
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A comparison of the WT networks to those in the T183V variant for the resting
and indole-bound state shows substantial similarities, however, differences are seen in the
G3P-bound and working states (Fig. 4.7a-h). In the working state, the two clusters
remain segregated by the active site in the T183V networks, contrary to what was
previously shown with the WT networks (Fig. 4.8a-d).9 This finding may be explained
by the network behavior of the catalytic residue, Glu49, which does not switch from
Cluster 2 to Cluster 1 in T183V as it does in WT. The loss of the interactions between
the   β2α2   and   β6α6   loops   may   prevent the appropriate networks from forming with
Glu49, inhibiting catalysis.

In order to investigate the differences in the networks

surrounding Glu49, amino acid-centered networks were generated as previously
described for WT (Chapter 2) and compared to those of T183V.9

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7 (continued on next 2 pages) Figure description located on last page of figure.
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(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4.7 (cont.) Figure description located on last page of figure.
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(g)

(h)

Figure 4.7 Amino  acid  networks  for  WT  αTS  under  (a)   resting, (b) D-G3P-bound, (c) indole-bound,
and (d) working conditions, and for the T183V variant under (e) resting, (f) D-G3P-bound, (g) indolebound, and (h) working conditions. Two clusters are observed under all conditions with the exception
of the T183V variant under the D-G3P-bound conditions in which three clusters are observed.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.8 Residues in each cluster identified by CHESCA in four ligand-bound states, (a) resting, (b)
D-G3P-bound, (c) indole-bound, and (d) working,  plotted  onto  the  αTS  crystal  structure  (PBD  1K3U).    
Residues in Cluster 1 plotted in dark blue (statistical significance of p < 0.01) and light blue (p < 0.05),
residues in Cluster 2 plotted in red (p < 0.01) and orange (p < 0.05).
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Consistent with above, the Glu49-centered amino acid networks are similar
between WT and T183V in both the resting and indole-bound states (Fig. 4.9a&c).
However, as expected, there are differences in the G3P-bound and working states, though
the differences in the G3P-bound state networks are minor (Fig. 4.9b & 4.10a-b). For
WT, Glu49 has primary correlations to six residues and secondary correlations to sixteen
residues. For T183V, Glu49 has only one primary correlation and seventeen secondary
correlations. Though the dendrograms for the G3P-bound state differ in structure, they
are consistent in the overall residues involved in correlations, either direct or indirect, to
Glu49 (Fig. 4.9b). These  differences  may  be  because  the  β6α6  loop  is  known  to  interact  
with the phosphate moiety of IGP and G3P.29,41

The T183V substitution may be

affecting the interactions between the loop and the phosphate moiety of G3P, leading to
small changes in the correlations with the catalytic residue.
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(a)

WT

T183V

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.9 Glu49-centered dendrograms for WT (left-hand side) and T183V (right-hand side)
αTS  in  the  (a)  resting state and when bound to (b) D-G3P and (c) indole.
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An important aspect of the previous studies (see Chapter 3) was the discovery that
catalytic residue Glu49 switched clusters between the resting and working states (Fig.
4.10a).9 It is now clear that in the WT networks, Glu49 only switches clusters in the
presence of both indole and G3P (or IGP), but each ligand independently is not able to
induce the cluster switch. In the T183V variant, Glu49 is not switching clusters under
any ligand-bound condition and instead remains associated with Cluster 2 in all four
states (Fig. 4.10b).
According to the Glu49-centered networks, there is minimal overlap between the
WT and T183V networks in the working state. Only Gly98, located next to Glu49 in the
active   site   on   the   neighboring   β3   strand, is present in both working state dendrograms.
This behavior is likely because catalytic residue Glu49 does not switch from Cluster 2 to
Cluster 1 in the working state of T183V as it does in WT (Fig. 4.10a-d). These results
suggest that the correct networks with catalytic residue Glu49 are not forming in the
presence of the T183V substitution,  due  to  the  loss  of  the  interactions  between  the  β2α2  
and  β6α6  loops.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 4.10 Glu49 (red)-centered dendrograms for (a) the WT network and (b) the T183V network in the
working state.    Residues  from  the  dendrograms  for  (c)  WT  and  (d)  T183V  were  also  plotted  onto  the  αTS  
crystal structure (PDB 1K3U) with stronger correlations (statistical significance of p < 0.01) in orange
and weaker correlations (p < 0.05) in yellow.

4.4.5. Verification of amino acid networks
Previously, additional amino acid substitutions were utilized to verify the
networks identified by CHESCA (see Chapter 3).9 This method was repeated to probe
both the WT and T183V networks using the single substitution, A71G, for WT and the
double substitution, A71G/T183V, for T183V. In  WT  αTS,  Ala71  shares  a  cluster  with  
Glu49 in the resting state, but not in the working state. It was previously shown that, as
expected, the A71G substitution induces a change in chemical shift of the Glu49
resonance in the resting, but not in the working state (Chapter 3).9 In comparison, Ala71
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shares a cluster with Glu49 in both the resting and working states for the T183V variant.
To verify that the Ala71 substitution affected the chemical shift of the Glu49 resonance in
both states, the spectra of both T183V and A71G/T183V variants were compared to WT
protein.
The T183V substitution led to larger changes in chemical shift of the Glu49
resonance in the working state than in the resting state (Fig. 4.11). This result can be
expected because it was shown that the Glu49-centered   networks   within   αTS   are   more  
greatly disrupted by the T183V substitution in the working state than in the resting state.
Also as expected, the A71G/T183V substitutions led to a change in chemical shift of the
Glu49 resonance in both the resting and working states.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.11 Glu49 resonances from 1H-15N HSQC spectra of WT (black), T183V (red), A71G (blue),
and T183V/A71G (magenta) from the (a) resting and (b) working states.

Additional kinetic studies showed that the A71G/T183V double substitution leads
to a decrease in the catalytic efficiency (kcat/KM) of   αTS when compared with both the
single substitution variants A71G and T183V.

A ~9-fold decrease is seen when

comparing the A71G variant to WT enzyme, and a ~4-fold decrease is seen when
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comparing the A71G/T183V variant to the T183V enzyme. To investigate potential
reasons for the larger effect on the efficiency of WT than T183V αTS, the change in free
energy was determined using ΔΔG = - RT (ln ((kcat/KM)variant/(kcat/KM)WT).

These

calculations showed that ΔΔG(A71G/T183V) < ΔΔG(T183V) + ΔΔG(A71G), or that the
change in free energy from WT to the double substitution, A71G/T183V, is less than the
combined change in free energy from WT to the two single substitutions, A71G and
T183V. These observations indicate that there may be some thermodynamic coupling
between these residues. Ala71 is located on   the   extended   β2α2   loop   and   T183V   is
located on   the   β6α6   loop, this coupling may be explained by the known interactions
between these two loops. It  is  possible  that  breaking  the  β2α2  and  β6α6  loop interactions
through the T183V substitution may have a similar effect as disrupting the structure and
dynamics  of  the  β2α2  loop  with  the  A71G  substitution.

4.5 Discussion
These studies indicate that the amino acid networks  in  αTS  are  ligand-dependent.
The interactions with ligands may help create additional pathways for communication
across the protein. Ligand binding may induce structural rearrangements and changes in
dynamics to allow the pathway of communication to be shifted through the active site.
The ligand molecule may also enter the network, rerouting the pathway through itself and
allowing the network to span the active site. Additionally, the catalytic residue, Glu49,
switches its associated network only in the presence of both ligands (G3P and indole) and
therefore only when in the working state, while undergoing active catalysis.9 The T183V
substitution prevents Glu49 from switching clusters in the working state. These results
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suggest  that  the  interactions  between  the  β2α2  and  β6α6  loops  play  a  crucial  role  in  the  
allosteric pathway of Cluster 1. This finding is particularly interesting given that most of
the residues comprising this cluster are located on the stability face of the enzyme41,
away  from  the  active  site  and  the  β2α2  and  β6α6  loops, indicating the long-range extent
of these networks.
Coordination and communication are essential for the function of the full TS
complex. Previous studies have shown that the binding of different ligands and the
conformational changes induced by that binding are key to long-range communication
between the two subunits.17-23 However, the molecular mechanisms behind this subunit
communication were not clear. This study suggests that the allosteric communication
between  αTS  and  βTS  may  be  mediated  by the long-range amino acid networks identified
here. The  networks  of  WT  αTS  extend  to  residues  at  the  α-β  binding  interface  and  may  
be  influenced  by  the  binding  of  βTS  in  the  full  complex.    Changes  to  this  network  as  a  
result   of   the   T183V   substitution   show   that   the   networks   no   longer   extend   to   the   α-β  
interface in the working state. This is likely due to a combination of local and long-range
changes. Specifically, Phe107 is known to comprise part of the indole channel and
interacts  with  β-strands (residues 275-279 and 282-289)  located  on  βTS.42,43 Phe107 is
part of the network containing Glu49 (Cluster 1) in the working state  of  WT  αTS (Fig.
4.12a). This residue is absent from Cluster 1 in the T183V working state (Fig. 4.12b),
which is particularly intriguing given that previous investigations indicated that the
T183V substitution inhibits substrate channeling between the two subunits. Additionally,
Phe280   (on   βTS)   is   located   on   the   turn   that   connects   the   β-strands interacting with
Phe107 and in some crystal structures of TS, it blocks the indole channel.42,43 The
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residues contained in Cluster 1 may  be  important  for  communication  with  βTS  and  may  
play a role in gating the indole channel. The T183V substitution disrupts the network
containing Phe107 and may also be disrupting communication with Phe280   (and   βTS)  
and allosteric regulation of indole channeling.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.12 Potential  pathway  of  communication  between  the  active  site  of  αTS  and  the  interface  with  
βTS.    Clusters  in  the  working state  plotted  onto  the  full  TS  crystal  structure  (PDB  1K3U),  with  αTS  in  
white  ribbon  and  βTS  in  gray  ribbon.    Cluster  in  αTS  are  color-coded with Cluster 1 in blue and Cluster
2 in orange. The cluster containing catalytic residue Glu49 in the working state   extends   to   the   βTS  
interface in (a) WT, but this pathway is disrupted in (b) T183V.
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Results also indicate that the T183V substitution decreases the catalytic rate of E.
coli αTS,   in   the   absence   of   βTS,   by   14-fold. The substantial decrease in catalytic rate
seen here is in agreement with, but smaller in magnitude then, the previous studies on the
αTS   portion   of   the   full   TS   complex   from   S. typhimurium, which show a 100-fold
decrease.30 The difference in these effects on catalytic rate could be due a higher starting
catalytic  rate  with  the  αTS  in  the  full  complex,  as  interactions  with  βTS  have  been  shown  
to induce a higher kcat of  αTS.44,45 This difference may also be due to the disruption of
the communication between the two subunits. In E. coli, the studies were performed on
isolated  αTS   subunits.      It   was  shown  that  the  T183V  substitution  negatively   affects   the  
interactions between the  β2α2  and  β6α6  loops  in  αTS,  as  well  as  the  amino  acid  networks  
while in the resting state. This consequence is likely consistent for both enzymes due to
the structure and sequential similarities. However, it was also shown that the disruption
to the amino   acid   networks   affects   residues   on   the   α-β   interface,   including   residues  
known  to  interact  directly  with  βTS.    This  disruption  may  have a larger negative impact
on the  catalysis  of  the  αTS  in  the  S. typhimurium study30 than  αTS  in  this  E. coli study
due   to   the   presence   of   βTS in the S. typhimurium study. In short, both enzymes are
affected   by   disruption   of   the   amino   acid   networks   in   αTS   alone.      However,   the   full
complex studies show a larger decrease in catalytic rate due to negative affects with
communication  to  βTS  as  well (i.e. no  communication  with  βTS  may be less detrimental
than miscommunication).
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4.6 Conclusions
NMR, in particular the CHESCA approach, is a valuable method of investigating
amino acid networks.35,37-40 The ligand-bound dependency of these intrinsic networks
was identified, indicating that ligand binding may influence these long-range interactions
as well as conformational dynamics. The modification of a key residue, in this case
Thr183, leads to changes in both short- and long-range interactions by influencing the
amino acid networks in specific ligand-bound states. The approach developed here
(CHESCA with single and double substituted protein) should prove to be extremely
valuable to the investigation of interactions and amino acid networks within other
proteins, including those with protein engineering importance.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Directions
This chapter contains summaries of the three manuscripts presented in Chapters 2, 3, and 4, as well as
preliminary experiments and data which are not yet published.
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5.1 Research Summary
Current techniques used to study amino acid networks in proteins include
computational/bioinformatics1-4,

x-ray

crystallographic5,6,

and

nuclear

magnetic

resonance (NMR)-based methods7-9. The research presented here applied the recently
developed chemical shift covariance analysis (CHESCA), an NMR-based method
initially developed by the Melacini laboratory at McMaster University, to investigate the
intrinsic amino acid networks of proteins,   using   the   α-subunit of tryptophan synthase
(αTS)   as   a   model   enzyme.9 These networks may play key roles in substrate binding,
catalysis, and structural/conformational dynamics and may provide a means for
intersubunit communication in multienzyme complexes.

5.1.1 Modifications to CHESCA
The original CHESCA method9 was modified with the use of Ala-to-Gly site
substitutions rather than ligand binding with analogs to identify the amino acid networks.
Although the substitution sites must be selected carefully to avoid complications such as
proximity effects, this method is applicable to a wide range of proteins and is just as
efficient as the use of several substrate analogs, as done in the original Melacini study.
This adjustment also allowed   the   β2α2   and   β6α6   loops   to   be   probed   directly.10,11 An
additional modification to CHESCA was the introduction of a specified amount of
experimental error.11

An estimated error in the chemical shift values was used to

generate a Guassian distribution of points allowing for a more intensive verification of
true correlations.11 Finally, there was an adjustment in the cutoffs used to determine
statistical significance of the correlations between the combined chemical shifts of
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residues under the applied conditions.11 The original method used a strict cutoff of an
absolute value of the Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.98 or higher.9 For the modified
version, Branchpoint uses a p-value cutoff of p < 0.05 for amino acid correlations.11 This
method was used over the original design to accommodate for missing resonances in
some datasets. Using a p-value rather than a Pearson correlation coefficient allowed the
cutoff values to be consistent across all datasets whether all six resonances were observed
or whether only four or five could be used. More stringent analyses with Branchpoint
were also used with a p < 0.01 cutoff value.11

5.1.2 Advantages of CHESCA over other methods to identify amino acid networks
in proteins
Multiple sequence alignment (MSA)-based techniques, such as statistical
coupling analysis (SCA), rely solely on the primary amino acid sequence of homologous
proteins. This method does not allow for an investigation of any of the ligand-bound
states of the protein. Conversely, X-ray crystallography and graph theory techniques rely
solely on the 3D structure of the protein. Although, it is possible to investigate changes
in amino acid networks based on the binding of ligand, only information on structuralbased allostery can be obtained. MD simulation techniques, such as DCCM, can provide
information on both structural-based and dynamics-based allostery. These techniques
can also provide some information of different ligand-bound states, but more in a
classical  sense  of  the  ‘open’  vs.  ‘closed’  state.    Finally,  NMR-based techniques provide
solid information on dynamically driven allostery and can provide detailed information
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about the ligand-bound state of a protein.

It is even possible to study enzymes

undergoing active catalysis with the use of NMR.10-14
The CHESCA approach presents the opportunity to investigate the amino acid
networks in a multitude of ligand-bound states, including while the enzyme is actively
turning over substrate/product. This information is critical to furthering research on
amino acid networks in enzymes and helps to reveal some of the mysteries that still
remain in enzyme catalysis.

5.1.3 Preliminary Ala studies first identify the influence of ligand binding on the
amino  acid  correlations  and  internal  motions  of  αTS
Although most of the 1H-15N HSQC resonances of E. coli αTS were previously
assigned, only half of the 40 Ala resonances were included in these assignments.15 The
assignments were extended to all observable Ala resonances, mostly through Ala-to-Gly
site directed mutagenesis.10

These assignments included 34 resonances in the free

(resting) state, 36 resonances in the indole-bound state, 37 resonances in the G3P-bound
state, and 39 resonances in the indole-G3P-bound state (in the presence of both indole
and G3P).10 Resonances were likely unobservable in certain states due to exchange
broadening. New resonances were observable in the ligand-bound  states  of  αTS   as   the  
addition of ligands likely led to a change in the conformational dynamics of some regions
in the protein. Notably, resonances corresponding to Ala59 and Ala158 are observable
only in with the addition of indole; resonances corresponding to Ala137, Ala180, and
Ala185 are only observable in the presence of D-G3P.10 The final observable resonance
corresponds to Ala59 in the indole-G3P-bound state, after addition of both indole and D-
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G3P.10

In the indole-G3P-bound state all 40 assigned resonances are observable,

corresponding to 39 of the 40 expected Ala resonances. Although the Ala216 resonance
was unobservable in all tested conditions, there are two resonances that correspond to
Ala59, neighbor of catalytic residue Asp60, in the indole-G3P-bound spectrum.10
The appearance of new resonances with the addition of ligands suggests a change
in dynamics. The dynamics of each ligand-bound state was further investigated using
heteronuclear Overhauser effects (hetNOEs), longitudinal and transverse (R1 and R2,
respectively) relaxation rates, and Rex (the contribution to R2 due to conformational
exchange).

The hetNOEs showed that there are conformational motions on the

picosecond-to-nanosecond timescale in  the  flexible  β2α2  and  β6α6  loops (T183V too).10
These motions were found to be independent of ligand binding.11 The dynamics on the
slower microsecond-to-milisecond timescale, however, were shown to be liganddependent based on change in R2,0 and Rex relaxation rates and through relaxation
dispersion experiments.11
Before further investigation, it is important to note that the reverse reaction
catalyzed   by   αTS,   the   formation   of   IGP   from indole and D-G3P is thermodynamically
favorable (Keq = [indole][D-G3P]/[IGP]~0.44 mM).16 Upon the addition of 10 mM
indole and 10 mM D-G3P, as in the NMR experiments, the expected equilibrium
concentrations of IGP, indole, and D-G3P are 8.1 mM, 1.9 mM, and 1.9 mM,
respectively (i.e. a ratio of IGP:indole/D-G3P of ~4:1). Interestingly, the intensity ratio
for the two Ala59 resonances on the indole-G3P-bound spectrum is also 4:1.10,11 As
such, the two resonances were assigned as the IGP-bound (E:IGP) and indole-G3P-bound
(E:indole:D-G3P) states, respectively.10,11 These results showed that after the addition of
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both indole and D-G3P,  αTS  is  undergoing  active  catalysis  to  form  IGP.10,11 The indoleG3P-bound state was therefore termed the ‘active’ (or working) state and the free state
was termed the resting state.
The chemical shift projection analysis (CHESPA) was applied to compare the
magnitude and directions of vectors resulting from the change in chemical shift by the
addition of each ligand (indole or D-G3P) to that of the working state (indole and DG3P), in order to determine if either ligand, alone, was capable of shifting the
conformational equilibrium towards the active state.10,17

The results showed that

although the addition of indole alone shifted the conformational equilibrium towards the
active state, the addition of D-G3P shifted the equilibrium to a previously identified, third
conformational state.10 The three   conformational   states   of   αTS were thus named the
resting (free), G3P-bound-like, and working (active) states.10 The identification of the
G3P-bound-like state indicates that in the reverse reaction, D-G3P likely binds first and
indole follows, as seen in the initial kinetic studies of the reverse reaction.16,18 With the
forward reaction, performed in the full TS complex, the G3P-bound like state may play
an  important  role  in  the  channeling  of  indole  to  βTS.10
The CHESPA approach was applied to determine which, if any, substitutions
resulted in a change in the conformational equilibrium  of  αTS.10,17 Results showed that
most Ala residue substitutions that induced a change in the conformational equilibrium
between the resting and G3P-bound states were actually the residues whose resonances
showed larger changes (in either chemical shift or intensity/dynamics) upon indolebinding than G3P-binding (such as A59G, A71G, A73G, A158G, and A253G).10
Conversely, substitutions to residues with associated resonances more greatly affected by
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G3P-binding resulted in a change in the conformational equilibrium between the free and
indole-bound states (A137G and A189G).10 The relationship between residues in and
around one binding pocket and a response in the conformational equilibrium of the other
indicates that the two pockets may be allosterically coupled and may communicate
through long-range amino acid networks. These networks were further investigated using
the CHESCA approach.9
The CHESCA approach compares the change in chemical shift of all resonances
against one another across several perturbations.9 Resonances that respond similarly
across the different perturbations are likely reporting on the same event and correlated
with one another. These results showed that the correlations between residues differ
substantially based on the functional state of the enzyme.10,11 The CHESCA approach
can also be used to identify amino acid networks within a protein.11 This approach was
applied to the fully labeled,
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N-backbone   αTS   to   compare   amino   acid   networks   in   the  

resting and working states.11

5.1.4 Amino acid networks were identified   in   WT   αTS   for   both   the   resting and
working states
A modified form of CHESCA was used to generate dendrograms of associated
amino acid residues based on the strength of their correlations using the program
Branchpoint (created by Dr. Eric Yezdimer).11 The results were consistent with the
preliminary Ala experiments; the networks were functional state dependent. There were
two clusters of amino acids identified. In the resting state, these clusters were grouped
together and separated by the active site, however in the working state; they were more
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integrated and spanned across the active site.11 The integration of the two clusters in the
working state suggests that the introduction of ligands to the active site may provide
additional communication pathways, allowing residues on one side of the active site to
communicate with those on the other side.11
Further analysis revealed that although residues in Cluster 2 were relatively
consistent between the two functional states, there was a change in the residues in Cluster
1.11 Most notably, catalytic residue Glu49 was loosely correlated to residues in Cluster 2
in the resting state, but switched to stronger correlations in Cluster 1 in the working
state.11

An amino acid-centered dendrogram was then generated by Branchpoint,

centering on Glu49.11 These dendrograms confirmed that the correlations around Glu49
change substantially when transitioning to the catalytically active state.11 The validity of
the Glu49-centered dendrograms was tested with additional substitutions to residues
sharing a cluster with Glu49 in either the resting or working state. Each substitution
resulted in a change in the chemical shift of the Glu49 resonance in only the state (resting
or working) where they share a cluster with Glu49.11 Structural changes alone cannot
explain the switching of clusters by Glu49, so a change in the protein conformational
dynamics is likely involved in the transition between the resting and working states.11
This explanation is further supported by the appearance of additional Ala resonances in
the 1H-15N HSQC spectra of αTS in the working state.10,11
The functional state  dependency  of  the  amino  acid  networks  of  αTS  suggests  that  
these networks are important to ligand binding and allosteric communication.

The

switching of the associated cluster of catalytic residue Glu49 suggests that the networks
play a crucial role in catalysis and have influence over structural dynamics. For further
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investigation, the T183V substitution was used to interrogate the effects of the disruption
of the intrinsic amino acid networks.

5.1.5 The T183V substitution   disrupts   the   intrinsic   amino   acid   networks   in   αTS  
and  may  disrupt  intersubunit  communication  with  βTS
The CHESCA approach was utilized again to identify the amino acid networks in
the  T183V  variant  of  αTS and these networks were then compared to those of the wildtype (WT) enzyme.9

The T183V substitution effectively severs the interaction and

communication  between  the  dynamic  β2α2  and   β6α6  loops.    These  loops  are  important  
for  substrate  binding  and  the  rearrangement  of  αTS  to  form  the  ‘closed’  or  catalytically  
active conformation. Additionally, one of the catalytic residues, Asp60, is located on the
β2α2  loop.    Previous studies revealed that the T183V substitution decreases the kcat of the
forward reaction of Salmonella typhimurium αTS   in   the   full   TS   complex   by   100-fold.
Kinetic   studies   (performed   by   Kathleen   O’Rourke)   showed   that   the   T183V   substitution  
resulted in a decrease in kcat of the reverse reaction of isolated Escherichia coli αTS  by  
14-fold.12 The amino acid sequences of the two enzymes are 85% identical, and the
difference in the magnitude of the decrease might be  explained  by  presence  of  βTS either
increasing the kcat of  WT  αTS  in  the  full  complex  or  influencing  the  amino  acid networks
in the T183V variant in the full complex.
In addition to decreasing the kcat of  αTS,  the  T183V  substitution  also  changes  the  
structural and conformational dynamics   of   the   β2α2   and   β6α6   loops. Heteronuclear
single quantum coherence spectra (HSQCs) were collected and showed a change in
chemical  shift  of  the  resonances  associated  with  residues  in  the  β6α6  loop,  as  well  as  an  
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increase in intensity of some of these resonances. HetNOE experiments also showed an
increase in the picosecond-to-nanosecond motions for resonances associated with some
of  the  residues  in  the  β2α2  and  β6α6  loops. These results were expected due to the loss
of the hydrogen bonds connecting the two loops, leading to an increased flexibility of the
loops.12
CHESCA was used to determine what effect the T183V substitution, and
therefore  the  loss  of  the  interactions  between  the  β2α2  and  β6α6  loops, has on the amino
acid  networks  of  αTS  and  what  effect the amino acid networks have on the decrease in
kcat of   αTS.9,12 Results showed that there were substantial changes to the amino acid
networks as a result of the T183V substitution. Most notably, catalytic residue Glu49 no
longer switched clusters and no longer makes the correct correlations in the working
state. The cluster residues no longer  reach  all  the  way  to  the  α-β  subunit  interface,  which  
may inhibit intersubunit communication.

Further experimentation showed that the

A71G/T183V double variant has   a   lower   change   in   free   energy,   ΔΔG(A71G/T183V),  
than   the   sum   of   the   single   variants,   ΔΔG(A71G)   +   ΔΔG   (T183V),   when   compared   to  
WT. These results suggest that the substitutions may be thermodynamically coupled,
which  is  interesting  given  that  Ala71  is  located  on  the  β2α2  loop  and  Thr183  is  located  
on  the  β6α6  loop.12
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5.2 Final Conclusions
5.2.1 Implications for a deeper understanding of substrate binding, catalysis, and
communication
Amino acid networks provide  pathways  of  communication  across  αTS.    Previous
studies have identified amino acid networks, sometimes called   ‘sectors’, in other
enzymes, and it has been suggested that these allosteric networks may be intrinsic to all
proteins.19-22 These  ‘sectors’  are  connected  through  a  series  of  noncovalent  interactions  
that can be broken or formed as a method of communication across a protein.21 It was
also   revealed   that   proteins   may   contain   multiple   ‘sectors’,   each   with   a   different  
responsibility within the enzyme, such as substrate binding or catalysis.21 Although these
techniques are very powerful and insightful, many of these methods are not able to
provide information on the amino acid networks in ligand-bound states and/or while the
enzyme is actively catalyzing the reaction.4,21
The studies presented in this dissertation have expanded the current knowledge of
amino acid networks to provide solid evidence that amino acid networks within proteins
are not static, but ligand-dependent.10,11 The binding of ligands may provide additional
pathways of long-range communication, thus rearranging or  ‘re-wiring’  the networks. In
particular, it was shown that catalytic residue Glu49 switches its associated amino acid
cluster when undergoing catalytic turnover in the WT enzyme.11 This switch does not
occur in the T183V variant, and this may be one of the causes of the 14-fold decrease in
kcat observed with this variant,   along   with   the   inability   of   αTS   to   enter   a   secure   closed  
conformation, without   the   stabilizing   hydrogen   bonds   between   the   β2α2   and   β6α6  
loops.12 These results suggest that the association with the correct amino acid network is
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imperative for proper enzyme function.

Additionally, the G3P-bound-like state

(identified in Chapter 2) may have implications for the substrate channeling of indole to
βTS.10
The amino acid networks identified in this dissertation might also play a role in
allosteric  regulation   and  communication  with  βTS.10-12 Amino acid networks are likely
present in the βTS subunit and communication between the subunits might be propagated
via integration of the αTS and βTS amino acid networks.

Indeed, this type of

communication has been observed previously, by the Benkovic and Ranganathan labs,
when they engineered the light-dependent functionality of DHFR in a chimeric protein.22
The light-sensing signaling domain of a member of the Per/Arnt/Sim (PAS) protein
family was connected to E. coli DHFR through their respective amino acid networks.
The presence or absence of light was then able to regulate function of the DHFR domain
of the chimeric protein.22 This method of allosteric regulation is likely similar to the
mechanism  used  by  the  α- and  β-subunits to regulate the activity of one another.

5.2.2 Implications for tryptophan synthase and intersubunit communication
The studies presented here were performed on   isolated   αTS,   in   the   absence   of  
βTS.    However,  residues  at  the  α-β  interface  were  identified  in  the  amino  acid  networks  
in   αTS.      In   particular,   these   residues   share   an   amino   acid   cluster   with   catalytic   residue  
Glu49 in the working state of the enzyme. This result may suggest that the amino acid
networks are important for intersubunit communication in TS. The full TS complex has
long been studied as a model for both substrate channeling and intersubunit allosteric
regulation. It has been known that   αTS   and   βTS   communicate   with   one   another   using
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various conformational states; however, it is unknown how exactly one subunit knows
the conformation of the other.
Amino   acid   networks   may   provide   the   answer   to   this   question.      If   the   αTS  
networks also   extend   into   βTS   in   the   full   complex,   these   networks   may   be   providing   a  
pathway of communication from one subunit to the other. It was shown that these
networks change depending on the presence or absence of ligands and depending on the
catalytic and conformational state of the enzyme. As the conformation of one subunit
changes, so will its amino acid networks, thus communicating to the other subunit, what
conformational state it is in and what ligands are bound.
Association   between   αTS   and   βTS increases both substrate affinity and rate of
catalysis of each subunit. Studies in Chapter 2, 3, and 4 demonstrated that the amino acid
networks  in  αTS  are  influenced  by  the  binding  of  ligands.10-12 The T183V results from
Chapter 4 suggest that the inability of Glu49 to form the correct amino acid network has a
substantial   effect   on   catalysis   in   αTS.12 Perhaps   binding   with   βTS   induces   a   different  
amino acid network for Glu49, one which is even more favorable for catalysis than
Cluster 1 seen in Chapters 3 and 4.11,12 This effect would explain how the catalytic rate
of  the  αTS  reaction  is  enhanced  by  the  presence  of  βTS.    The  increase  in  substrate  affinity  
for  αTS  may  also  be  caused  by  this  change  in  the  amino  acid  network.
Once associated, the two subunits are able to communicate with one another and
coordinate catalysis and the channeling of indole. When L-serine  binds  to  βTS  and  the  
aminoacrylate   is   formed,   there   is   a   change   in   the   amino   acid   networks   within   βTS,   as  
these networks are likely to be ligand-dependent as well.23,24 This  change  is  ‘felt’  by  key  
αTS  network  residues,  located  at  the  α-β  binding  interface,  such  as  Phe107  discussed  in  
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Chapter 4.12 Information about   the   conformational   state   of   βTS   is   transmitted   to   the  
active site in the form of a change in amino acid networks enhancing the catalytic rate of
the  α-reaction, and allowing  indole  to  be  quickly  produced  and  passed  to  the  waiting  βsubunit. Once L-tryptophan  is  formed  and  the  external  aldamine  is  formed  in  βTS,  the  αsubunit   may   be   deactivated   using   a   similar   pathway,   resulting   in   an   αTS   amino   acid  
network less favorable for catalysis, such as seen in the resting state   in   the   isolated   αsubunit. If this is indeed how the two TS subunits communicate one another, it is likely
that this concept is not unique to TS, and is applicable to other multienzyme complexes.

5.2.3 Implications for enzyme engineering
As previously discussed, in Chapter 1, TIM-barrel enzymes are a common
scaffold used in enzyme engineering. This is because of their versatility as well as their
general structure. TIM-barrel enzymes tend to have a ‘catalytic   face’,   containing   the  
active   site,   and   a   ‘stability   face’,   containing   residues important for maintaining the
stability of the fold. Recent enzyme engineering efforts with TIM-barrels have involved
maintaining the stability face while adjusting the catalytic face to that ideal for the
desired reaction.

The identification of these amino acid networks however, have

established another layer of design that should be considered during the design process.
Simply switching the active site from N-(5′-phosphoribosyl)-anthranilate isomerase
(PRAI, trpF) onto the  scaffold  of  αTS  (trpA)  may yield low PRAI activity and lose the
αTS, but by ensuring that the correct PRAI amino acid networks are present may
substantially increase the catalytic efficiency of this engineered enzyme. CHESCA has
proven to be an effective method for identifying amino acid networks in enzymes, and
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this method could be done with PRAI to identify the key residues associated with the
catalytic  residues  in  WT  PRAI.    When  the  active  site  from  PRAI  is  then  added  to  the  αTS  
scaffold, important network residues could be substituted as well, ensuring that the
catalytic residues can make the necessary network interactions. The concept of using
these amino acid networks to design novel enzymes is also not limited to TIM-barrel
enzymes, but may be able to be applied to all enzymes.

5.2.4 Implications for future enzyme research
Although the research within this dissertation focused on amino acid networks in
αTS,   previous   studies have also identified these networks in other, non-TIM-barrel,
enzymes.1-9 Understanding of these amino acid networks may help facilitate enzyme
engineering and/or serve as a new starting point for the development of noncompetitive,
allosteric inhibitors. In the case of the tryptophan biosynthetic enzymes, these compounds
might find use as novel antibiotics. Compounds could potentially be developed that
disrupt the amino acid networks in the tryptophan biosynthetic enzymes (or other
potential antibiotic targets) and eventually lead to decreases in bacterial growth,
propagation, pathogenesis, and general survival.

This concept has been previously

utilized with cathepsin K.25 Amino acid networks were elucidated using SCA. As a
result eight potential allosteric binding sites were then identified with docking software,
of which one had been previously established as the chondroitin sulfate-binding site.25,26
Additional docking experiments were performed, using a compound library, to identify
potential inhibitors capable of binding the allosteric sites initially identified.25 Finally,
kinetic assays were performed to determine the effects of the potential allosteric
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compound,  ‘compound  1’ on the catalytic function of cathepsin K.25 Experimental data
showed that compound 1 was an allosteric inhibitor and increased KM while kcat remained
constant.25

5.3 Future Directions
*Preliminary studies presented here consist of unpublished data, unless otherwise
indicated.*
5.3.1 Relaxation dispersion
As was described in Chapter 3, structural changes alone are not able to fully
explain the change in amino acid networks between the resting and working state,
specifically the switch in clusters observed with Glu49.11 Changes in structural dynamics
may also be occurring between the different ligand-bound states, influencing the amino
acid  networks  in  αTS.    R2 relaxation dispersion experiments report on the conformational
exchange on the microsecond-to-millisecond timescale, where ligand binding and
catalysis in αTS occur. Experiments were previously attempted on isolated   αTS   with
full-backbone 2H/15N labeling yielding interesting preliminary results. Many resonances
in the resting state showed substantial conformational exchange. Resonances associated
with residues in the indole- and G3P-binding pockets showed substantial changes in their
conformational dynamics upon indole- and G3P-binding, respectively. Conformational
exchange decreases in the working state. Unfortunately, the R2 relaxation dispersion
experiments have not yet been reproducible.

It is possible that this is due to the

instability of G3P. For a set of CPMG relaxation dispersion experiments to achieve a full
curve, approximately 48 hours of experiment time is needed. G3P may be degrading
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over this 48 hour period. Once completed, these experiments could provide information
on the influence of conformational   dynamics   on   the   amino   acid   networks   in   αTS.    
Repetition of the R2 relaxation dispersion experiments in   the  presence  of  βTS could be
used to determine how the conformational motions change once in the full TS complex.
This information, combined with   CHESCA   on   the   βTS-bound state would provide
information on how the change in conformational motions influence the amino acid
networks observed in the full TS complex.

5.3.2  Interactions  with  the  β-subunit of tryptophan synthase
Thus far, the work that has  been  performed  has  only  involved  isolated  αTS  (αTS  
in  the  absence  of  βTS).    Investigating  these  amino  acid  networks  in  the  presence  of  βTS  
would greatly improve the current understanding of long-range allosteric communication
between the two subunits. This method could also be applied to the communication
within other multienzyme complexes. Several preliminary NMR experiments on the full
complex have been attempted, but have so far been unsuccessful.
The initial NMR attempts involved full 2H/15N-backbone  labeled  αTS  with full 2H
labeled   βTS.      Titration   experiments   (βTS   into   αTS)   were   performed   while   monitoring
subunit   binding   by   the   change   in   chemical   shifts   of   αTS   with   1H-15N HSQCs.
Unfortunately, no chemical shift changes were detected with any amount   of   αTS   and  
βTS,  the  highest  concentrations  used  were  a  1:1.1  (αTS:βTS)  with  0.7 mM 2H/15N-αTS .
These concentrations should be well past saturating conditions considering that the
reported KD between the two WT E. coli subunits is reported to be 31 (± 4) nM at 25°C,
the temperature at which the NMR experiments were performed.27
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To determine whether or not the subunits were associating with one another, an
analytical gel filtration column was used. Results of running the NMR samples through
the column showed that only isolated   αTS   and   β2 dimer were present, but no full
complex.    To  determine  the  cause  of  the  lack  of  association,  unlabeled  αTS  and  βTS  was  
overexpressed in identical media with natural abundance H2O and NH4Cl used instead of
2

H2O and

15

NH4Cl.      Enzyme   solutions   with   various   ratios   of   αTS:βTS   were   made   (in  

NMR buffer), extending up to a 1:10 ratio, and run through the analytical column.
Results showed that although the natural abundance (unlabeled) samples were associating
as expected, the 2H/15N samples were not (Fig. 5.1a & b). Initial thoughts were that the
2

H-backbone labeling was influencing the subunit-subunit association by affecting the

noncovalent  interactions  between  αTS  and  βTS.    It was also possible that the temperature
of the analytical gel filtration column, 4°C, was affecting association. To verify that the
subunits were not associating during the NMR experiments, at 25°C, a thermodynamic
analysis of the system was performed using isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC).

(a)

[αTS] = 0.92 mM
[βTS] = 0.92 mM
Ratio [αTS]:[βTS] = 1.0:1.0

(b)

[αTS] = 0.21 mM
[βTS] = 0.23 mM
Ratio [αTS]:[βTS] = 1.0:1.1

Figure 5.1 Chromatograms resulting from the use of an analytical gel filtration column. Results show
that  although  the  (a)  unlabeled  αTS  successfully  associates  with  βTS,  the  (b)  labeled  αTS  does  not  do  so  
in as high of proportion.
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For ITC, NMR buffer was used, however 5 mM BME was used as a reducing
agent instead of DTT, as DTT has been known to cause complications in ITC. Results
showed that the KD of the unlabeled sample was nearly identical to the value determined
by Hiraga and Yutani in 1996, 31 ± 4 nM in 199627 vs. 30.7 ± 3.9 nM for my results. The
labeled sample however, showed an increase in KD to 98.2 ± 17.3 nM, about three times
higher than the KD of the unlabeled sample (Table 5.1 and Fig. 5.2a & b). Although this
difference was noticeable, the KD of the labeled sample was not high enough to suggest
that the subunits would not bind under the NMR conditions previously used. Further
thermodynamic analysis was obtained using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), to
determine what other effects the 2H/15N-label may be having on the behavior and stability
of  αTS.
Table 5.1 ITC analysis of association of unlabeled & labeled  αTS  with  unlabeled  βTS.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.2 Example  ITC  curves  from  association  of  unlabeled  βTS  with  (a)  unlabeled  αTS  and  (b)   15Nlabeled  αTS.    Experiments  were  performed  in  triplicate.

Results showed that the Tm for the two enzymes were identical; however there
was  a  decrease  in  ΔH  and  ΔHv, by roughly 50%, with  the  labeled  αTS  (Table  5.2  and  Fig.  
5.3a & b). This decrease indicates that the enthalpy of denaturation  of  the  labeled  αTS  is  
less unfavorable   than   that   of   the   unlabeled   αTS.

Both samples were expressed in

identical media, though one contained the isotopes for labeling, and both samples were
dialyzed in the same buffer solution at the same time, thus the only difference between
the samples is the 2H/15N-full backbone label. It is possible that the 2H label is having a
detrimental effect on the stabilizing noncovalent  interactions  within  αTS, and there may
be a small difference in the overall structures of the enzymes. Kinetic assays verified that
there is no difference in catalysis due to isotopically labeling the samples.
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Table 5.2 Differential scanning calorimetry results for labeled & unlabeled  αTS

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3 Curves from DSC analysis of (a) unlabeled and (b) 15N-labeled   αTS.      Concentrations   used  
included  1  (purple),  2  (blue),  3  (cyan),  4  (green),  5  (olive),  7  (yellow),  and  10  μM  (red).  

In order to eliminate extensive labeling of the two subunits and a potential
complication resulting from an 2H-backbone label, 15N Ala- backbone only labeling was
used  with  αTS,  while  βTS  was  expressed  with  only  natural  abundance.    Unfortunately, no
chemical shift changes were observed with  the  titration  of  βTS  into  αTS. Ligands were
added to help facilitate association, including 6 mM L-serine   (βTS   substrate),   6 mM L169

tryptophan   (βTS   substrate),   and   6 mM pyridoxal-phosphate   (βTS   cofactor).      Initially,
changes in chemical shifts were observed, however they were later shown to be the
response  of  αTS  to  the  ligands (PLP, Ser, Trp) themselves, as opposed to association with
βTS. As there was no 2H-labeling used in these experiments, results indicate that it is not
the 2H-backbone labeling that was disrupting the subunit-subunit association.
The cause of the lack of association between the subunits during NMR
experiments is still unknown. It is unlikely that the 40

15

N-Ala   labels   present   in   αTS  

would have   such   a   drastic   effect   on   binding.      The   molecular   weight   of   αTS   is   only  
increased   by   0.14%,   an   effect   that   should   be   completely   negligible   on   any   of   the   αTS  
properties. Additional methods to increase the association between the subunits in NMR
conditions that have not yet been attempted are to use site-directed mutagenesis to disrupt
the region   of   βTS   where β2 dimer forms. Disruption of the dimer will result in the
formation  of  αβ  complexes,  as  opposed  to  the  full  αββα  complex  and may facilitate the
binding process.      Also,   one   particular   region   of   βTS   is   known   to   associate   and  
communicate  with  αTS.    It  is  aptly  named  the  COMM  domain  (short  for  communication)  
and extends from residue Gly102-Gly189. Initial attempts have shown that it is possible
to overexpress the isolated COMM domain. If it is capable of folding correctly in the
absence  of  the  rest  of  βTS,  further  studies  to  verify  that  the  amino  acid  networks  in  αTS  
play  a  role  in  the  communication  with  βTS could be performed using the isolated COMM
domain, possibly negating the need to achieve full association under NMR experimental
conditions.
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5.4 Final Remarks
It has been long known that there was extensive intersubunit communication in
TS.      The   highly   coordinated   activities   of   αTS   and   βTS   are   essential for the efficient
substrate channeling seen with indole.

The work presented in this dissertation has

elucidated a ligand-dependent pathway of communication through amino acid networks
that  span  αTS  and  has  offered  a  potential  explanation  as  to  how  these  subunits  are  able  to  
so effectively communicate from one end of the enzyme to the other. Amino acid
networks have also been identified in other enzymes, demonstrating that these results are
not only applicable  to  αTS  and  TIM-barrel enzymes. Amino acid networks may play an
important role in efficient catalysis, ligand-binding, and intersubunit communication in
enzymes and multienzyme complexes. The results described in this dissertation will aid
in a more complete understanding of enzyme communication, both intra- and intersubunit
and offers the potential of improving enzyme engineering and antibiotic design efforts.
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